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ABSTRACT.
In this thesis we attempt to predict the performance of a device, 
known as a flow coupler, which consists of an M.H.D. generator coupled 
to an M.H.D. pump so that one stream of fluid is induced to move by the 
motion of another.
The change of magnetic field experienced by a moving conductor as
it passes into an M.H.D. device can cause large eddy curents to circulate
within the M.H.D. duct. We have used apparatus in which we represent the
moving stream of liquid by an annular disc of aluminium, to investigate
the perturbation of the applied magnetic field and of the electric potential
distribution caused by these eddy currents. A two dimensional solution of
the equation V*l3 = R» J6 , where B is the transverse magnetic field, a is a 
a H
scale length of the system, R™ is the magnetic Reynolds number ar.d z is
measured in the flow direction, produces results which agree well with the
experimentally measured fields. We use a solution of the equation
V aU = Rm MJ , where U is the electric potential, in a first order analysis 
a U
of the velocity perturbation which occurs as a liquid flows through a 
magnetic field.
We then examine both experimentally and theoretically, devices in 
which large currents flow through a moving conductor and through an 
external circuit. These currents are injected into the moving conductor 
through electrodes which have a high resistance to currents in the 
direction of motion. We show that for compensated devices, that is,
i
devices in which the external conductors are arranged so that they 
produce no transverse magnetic field, the perturbed magnetic field does 
not depend upon the current through the external circuit and is the same 
field that would exist if there were no contact between the moving metal 
and the external cirucit.
We observe experimentally that vthen two conductors move side by side 
through the gap of a magnet the magnetic field in vne moving conductor is 
little affected by the motion of the other.
We compare the measured performance of a simulated M.II.D. generator 
and of a real M.H.D. pump with their computed performances and we calculate 
the expected performance of a flow coupler.
W 3 suggest that the presence of a slowly moving liquid in the boundary 
layers adjacent to the duct walls may adversely affect the performance of 
a flow coupler and we conclude that an efficient flow coupler would require 
non-conducting duct walls and a high magnetic field.
PREFACE
Since February 1970 I have been working as a research student in the 
Department of Engineering at the University of Warwick. When I came to 
Warwick I was registered as a candidate for the Master of Science degree.
I was supported by a research scholarship financed under an Agreement with 
the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, Risley. After a period of one 
year the U.K.A.E.A. extended the Agreement for a further year, and my 
registration was changed to that of a Ph.D. student. I would like to thank 
the Authority for their support during this time. For most of my third and 
final year my grant was kindly provided by the University of Warwick.
The aim of the Agreement, which stemmed from the Authority's interest 
in sodium-filled cooled loops in fast breeder reactors, •..■as to investigate 
the performance of devices in which one stream of liquid metal is 
electromagnetically induced to move by the motion of another. Such devices 
have come to be known as "flow couplers". A serious problem in the design 
of flow couplers is the perturbation of the applied magnetic field by 
induced fields arising from eddy currents circulating in the liquid metal at 
the edges of the magnetic field. The problems are particularly severe if the 
velocity and conductivity of the liquid metal and the physical dimensions of 
the device are large. The major part of this thesis concerns theoretical and 
experimental work on M.H.D. devices in which these eddy currents significantly 
modify the applied field and also cause ohmic heating within the ducts.
In chapter 7 we calculate the likely efficiency of a flow coupler suitable for 
the duty specified by the U.K.A.E.A.
During the couue of our work we have built two experimental rigs.
i i i
The first was quickly constructed so that we could make experimental 
observations during the first year of my studies. The second and more 
complex rig was made partly in University workshops and partly at the 
U.K.A.E.A. establishment at Risley, it did not become operational until 
shortly before the Agreement with the Authority expired at the end of torch 
1972.
I would like to thank my supervisor Dr. C.J.N. Alty for his advice and 
criticism and for the time which he has devoted to reading the draft of this 
thesis. I would also like to express my gratitude to Professor J.A. Shercliff 
and to Dr. M.K. Bevir who have always taken an interest in this work. I also 
thank Messrs A.E. Webb, A.C. Ross and C. Major who constructed the apparatus 
and helped in many other practical ways. Finally I wish to acknowledge the 
help of my wife Sylvia who has supported me in every possible way and who in 
addition haB typed this thesis.
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pump channel)of a flow coupler.
Pt the power dissipated in an electrode.
R the ordinary Reynolds number.
vii.
R„, the magnetic Reynolds number.
Ru ths magnetic Reynolds number in the left hand channel of a 
flow coupler.
Rr the magnetic Reynolds number in the right hand channel of a 
flow coupler.
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U the electric potential.
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v the velocity vector. 
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f* permeability. 
f> density.
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Char-ter 1,
The Introduction.
1 .~i I'low Couplers.
There are many M.H.D devices in which a fluid i3 made to flow 
in a duct through a regio-. of space in which there is a magnetic 
field. The change of field experienced by the fluid as it enters 
or leaves such a device will cause induced eddy currents to 
circulate. In the presence of a magnetic field these currents 
produce a body force within the fluid and hence may modify the way 
in which it flows through the duct; whether this happens or not the 
currents cause a power loss which ultimately gives rise to a 
pressure drop along the duct. The circulating eddy currents also 
produce an induced magnetic field which modifies the original field. 
It is well known that, provided the product juova is much less than 
unity, this induced field Ih , is of orderyjcrva , where jj is 
the magnetic permeability of the fluid, a-is the conductivity of 
the fluid, v is the velocity of the fluid, a is a scale length of 
the device, and B is the original applied field. The dimensionless“cl
group '^O'Va is often referred to as the Magnetic Reynolds number
U O -
In most of the M.H.D. devices which are used industrially the 
magnetic Reynolds number is small, and the modifying effect of the 
induced magnetic field upon the initial transverse field may be 
ignored. The transverse component of B is then considered to be 
independent of the fluid velocity v. Only when large devices are 
used with liquids which have high conductivities or permeabilities 
does R^ become large, ie not «  1, so that B is no longer independent 
of v. In these circumstances the relationship
B; - R^Ba is no longer true and the induced 
magnetic field may be of the same order aB the applied magnetic
1
The prototype fast breeder reactor at present being constructed
for the U.K.A.E.A. at Dounreay and future commercial reactors will
c*.
employ two septate alkali metal circuits. In the primary circuit 
sodium is drawn from the reactor vessel and pumped through the reactor 
core; it leaves the core at a temperature of about 600°C and passes 
through a number of intermediate heat exchangers. The heat exchangers 
transfer the heat output of the core from the primary coolant circuit, 
which is completely enclosed by the biological shield, to the secondary 
sodium circuit which will carry the heat to steam generators outside the 
reactor.
All reactors at present being designed have mechanical pumps within 
the primary reactor vessel to pump the primary coolant. These pumps are 
shaft-driven from electric motors outside the reactor. It has been 
suggested that by placing an M.H.D. generator in the secondary sodium 
stream and connecting its electrical output to an M.H.D. pump in the 
primary stream, the mechanical pumps in the reactor vessel, together with_ 
thtir rotating shafts and externally mounted electric motors, could be 
eliminated. In this way the power necessary to circulate the sodium in 
both the primary and the secondary loops would be provided by installing 
extra pumps in the external circuit. This combination of pump and generator, 
which is sometimes called a flow coupler,is the subject of two patents^1 \
The flow coupler as it is envisaged by Davidson and Thatcher 
(private communication) is shown in figure 1. In this diagram (a) is the 
magnet block providing a transverse magnetic field, (b) is a duct containing 
the primary sodium flow, (c) is a duct containing the mechanically pumped 
secondary flow.
field. These conditions occur in the sodium-filled coolant loops of
fast breeder reactors.
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The sodium flowing in the secondary stream is a conductor moving in 
a magnetic field and as such generates an E.M.F. between the upper 
and lower electrodes, these electrodes are coupled to the primary 
circuit so that a current flows through the sodium in the primary 
stream. The effect of this current in the presence of the tranverse 
magnetic field is to produce a force along the duct thus pumping the 
sodium through the primary circuit. This flow coupler is intended to 
have a throughput of 20,000 gallons per minute of liquid sodium in 
each stream, in ducts which are 0 .4 metres in the direction perpendicular 
to the applied magnetic field and 0 .2 metres in the direction parallel 
to the field. Using a, the half height of the duct in the direction 
perpendicular to the applied magnetic field, as a typical scale length 
oi the system the magnetic Reynolds number for such a device is about 
25. With such a high Ra the magnetic field will be severely altered 
and the circulating eddy currents will cause a significant power loss.
The U.K.A.E.A. at Risley agreed to finance work at the University 
of Warwick so that we could study the problems associated with a flow 
coupler and indicate what the efficiency of such a device is likely to 
be. The problem of eddy current loss and field convection, when the 
magnetic Reynolds number is high, occurs in many other M.H.R. devices, 
such as pumps and flow meters, and for this reason our work is not 
confined solely to the consideration of these problems as they affect 
flow couplers.
1.2 A Brief survey of Previous Work.
( 2)Davidson made some approximate calculations of the pressure 
drop which occurs when sodium in a duct flows through a region of 
space in which there is a magnetic field perpendicular to the
4
direction of the flow. He assumed that the sodium flow was entirely
along the duct and that the velocity of the flow was the same everywhere. 
The pressure drop was considered to be caused by the eddy currents which 
are induced as the sodium enters or leaves the magnetic field.
He considered these currents as having circular paths with a maximum 
radius equal to the half height of the duct (fig. 2),
magnet
«¡e 2
In a duct of thickness t this pressure drop would cause a power loss
In these calculations Davidson assumed that the initial magnetic field 
would not be seriously modified by the induced field. His calculations 
are therefore only valid if the magnetic Reynolds number is small.
He calculated the velocity perturbation in the fluid as it enters the 
magnetic field region and obtained an expression for the pressure drop 
associated with the change in the velocity profile. His equation is:-
He obtained an expression for the 
pressure drop at each end which is:-
X
\ where v(n is the velocity of the
z sodium, O'is the conductivity of
s the sodium, a is the half height
J  circular ' of the duct, and B0 is the abruptly' current paths at
the ends of the «„a i y \ t t  anni ì »ft mamipl.î r  fM pi d.ending applied magnetic field
which is, F - O .32 B*R*„t where Rm - vmuo'a .
Sherclif/^ made a more realistic calculation for this case
Ap « O.27 0'BoVma,
In terms of power this is:-
P - Q.r)4 Potót
fl1 O'
The expressions obtained by Shercliff and Davidson are of the same 
form but differ by a numerical factor.
14)W.M. Wells performed some experimental measurements using a low 
melting-point alloy in the solid and the liquid state for values of Rm  
of up to about 0.4. His apparatus consisted of a wheel carrying a 
hollow plastic tyre. This tyre was filled with a low melting
point alloy. The torque necessary to rotate this wheel, so that its 
rim passed between the poles of a magnet, was measured.
These experiments were performed with the alloy in the rim in its solid 
and then in its liquid state. When the torque required to turn the 
wheel was converted into an equivalent pressure drop, Wells found that 
the pressure drop due to both the entry and exit loss was of the same 
form as that predicted by Shercliff but was numerically different.
He attributed this to the fact that his experiments were not conducted 
with an abruptly changing field and to the simplifications made in 
Shercliff's analysis. As Shercliff's analysis was for the case in 
which R k is much less than unity whereas Well's experiments were 
conducted at magnetic Reynolds numbers of up to about 0.4» it is 
perhaps not surprising that the results are not in close agreement.
It is interesting to note that Wells' results for the solid and the 
liquid case were very similar.
Yu. M. Mikhailov^analysed the behaviour of an annular M.H.D.
generator, fig.(3)» in which a 
metal moves solely in the 
•¿-direction through a device in 
which there is a radial exciting 
magnetic field. He later 
examined the field fcr the case of a 
flow in a flat channel by considering 
it to be pait of an annular device 
in which the radius of curvature is 
very large. He summarizes his results 
as followss-
"1) In liquid M.H.D. generators there is a possibility of creating 
a magnetic field at the expense of currents in the metal itself by 
intensifying the exciting field. This intensification depends upon the 
geometry of the generator and at small is proportional to the
fig.  3
6
magnetic Reynolds number.
2) At large Rm the depth of penetration of the magnetic field into 
the metal falls, which, in the general case, leads to a reduction in 
field intensification, the main field being carried beyond the limits of 
the working ¿one of the generator. This imposes certain limitations upon 
the length of the working section and the thickness of the metal layer"
We have observed some of these phenomena in the experimental work 
which we have performed and which will be described later in this thesis. 
Mikhailov's work also clearly indicates that it would be futile to make 
an M.H.D. device in which the duct was so large that the magnetic field 
could not penetrate the sodium.
( b )Watt and others' ' built and tested a large electromagnetic pump
for mercury at A.E.R.E. Harwell. The tests on these pumps are very well 
documented. Watt investigated the performance of these pumps at magnetic 
Reynolds numbers of up to 0.J5, an<i observed that, because of end effect 
losses, their efficiency began to fall as the velocity of the mercury 
increased. He also noticed that the end losses were decreased if the 
magnetic field was made to change less abruptly at the ends of the device.
Watt believed that, as the velocity of the mercury increased, the 
current which would normally pass between the top and bottom electrodes 
of the duct, was swept downstream so that some of it passed through the 
duct in a region where there was no magnetic field: hence the pump 
became less efficient. Extending the magnetic field, by making the field 
gradient less at the ends of the pump, was thought to provide a field where 
this otherwise useless current would flow. In fact the end loss would 
still be present in a device in which no current was supplied from an 
external source, because the eddy currents v/hich cause this loss are 
generated within the moving metal. Making the field gradient less at the 
ends of a pump decreases the loss due to these currents and hence 
increases the efficiency. In part III of this thesis we attempt to predict
7
the performance of iVatt's pump and we compare our results with those of
W att. (7)Boucher and Ames considered the fluid leaving an abruptly-ending
region of magnetic field an being represented by a solid rectangular
conductor passing between a pair of infinitely long pole pieces.
These pole pieces had an infinite permeability so that the magnetic field
had a component only in the transverse direction. Using Maxwell's
equations and Ohm's law they deduced the equation:-
A\j + JfjJ = k AU , where U is 
Ax* At* Az
the electric potential
-z and k »
Solving this equation for 
they calculated the 
components of the current
k .
because the power dissipation is given by
density,and jlt and
r
j j ix. Jycii ,
they obtained aa expression for the power dissipation which is:- 
P = £ t E*cr for ka«rf,
p »  8 t H for ka »rf, where E, = 2vBa. 
n1
Rewriting this in terms of the magnetic Reynolds number we have
16 t Bin1« when Rm«  rr.
*Tl y'a'
16 t b! r * when Rm »n".
tt1 yu'<r
Boucher and Ames work assumed slug flow through the magnet region 
and also assumed that the magnet is very long so that the currents which 
would be induced as the metal enters the field region would have no effect 
upon the exit end of the device. Unfortunately this work gives no 
information about the perturbation of the magnetic field caused by the eddy 
currents.
8
The results of Shercliff and Davidson are of the same form and the 
same approximate size as the expression derived by Boucher and Ames for 
Rm« xl.A theory presented later in this thesis agrees well with the theory 
of Boucher and Ames, in the limits of high and low Rw, if the field 
region is long enough for the perturbation at the entry end not to affect 
the field at exit end of the magnet.K
D5 The iVork at ,Varwj r):
The duct flow of a liquid through a region of magnetic field when 
the magnetic Reynolds number is high is imperfectly understood and requires 
further investigation. In the flow coupler design suggested by 
Davidson and Thatcher the ordinary Reynolds number is about 7 x 10^ 30 
that the flow of the liquid will be turbulent when it enters the field 
region. Shercliff has pointed out that the gross field distortion and 
eddy current loss depend upon the mean velocity of the fluid and are 
unaffected by turbulence. The velocity profile in the fluid upstream of 
the flow coupler can be calculated from the universal velocity distribution. 
Figure 5 shows the calculated velocity profiles which correspond to 
magnetic Reynolds numbers of 5 and 20, in the proposed flow coupler.
The nature of these profiles suggests that an experiment using a 
solid conductor passing between the poles of a magnet might enable one to 
make a reasonable estimate of the field perturbation and power loss 
which would arise if a real liquid metal were to pass through the same 
magnetic field.
In Chapter 3 a theory has been developed for the electric potential 
distribution in a metal which moves with slug flow at high R.^  through an 
abruptly ending transverse magnetic field. This theory is used, in 
Chapter 4, in a first order analysis of the velocity perturbation in a 
liquid as it passes through a magnetic field. This analysis is valid when 
the ratio of the j. x forces to the inertia force (the interaction
9
----2 a
Velocity prof lies,calculated from the universal velocity distribution , for mean 
velocities which correspond to F ^ ^ a n d  R„,-20 . 
f ig . 5
Continuous electrodes allow current» in the 
z-din>ction to flow within them.
Segmented electrodesallow only currents in 
the x-direction to flow within them.
fig . 6 f ig. 7
10
parameter) is less than 1 or 2. The theory indicates that the velocity 
of the liquid will be increased at the edges of the duct and decreased 
at the centre of the duct. This velocity perturbation could make the 
flow nearer to that of a slug flow case. At a magnetic Reynolds number 
of 20 and a magnetic field of 3C00 gauss the interaction parameter for 
the flow coupler is about 0 .3.
It is difficult and expensive to build a scale model of a flow 
coupler with which to investigate and optimize the performance of such a 
device, because the magnetic Reynolds number, arid hence the field 
perturbation, depend upon a dimension of the duct as well as upon the 
conductivity of the fluid it contains. A one tenth scale model 
operating with sodium as the fluid, would have a velocity ten times that 
of the full size device in order that the ordinary Reynolds number and 
the magnetic Reynolds number" were the same as those in the flow coupler. 
The high pressure needed to achieve this velocity would cause severe 
engineering problems. Other liquids could be used in place of sodium but 
it would not then be possible to match both the ordinary Reynolds number 
and the magnetic Reynolds number, and, because most liquid metals have 
a lower conductivity than sodium, an even higher velocity would be 
necessary to achieve the same R.r.
We are unable to perform experiments with liquid sodium at Warwick 
and therefore we have, in all our experiments, used moving solid 
conductors to simulate the flow of a liquid when the magnetic Reynolds 
number is high. In the work in Chaps.6& 7 on the performance of M.H.D. 
devices, the field perturbation and the eddy current loss which would 
occur in a liquid metal are represented by the calculated field 
perturbation and eddy current loss for a solid moving conductor.
Electrodes fitted to large M.H.D. devices may consist of flat strips 
of metal attached to the top and bottom of the duct, as shown in figure 6,
11
or they may be segmented as shewn in figure 7. Large devices used in 
liquid sodium circuits would normally have ducts constructed from 
stainless steel and electrodes made of copper. If long continuous 
electrodes were fixed to a stainless steel duct a change in temperature 
would cause very large stresses along the joints between the dissimilar 
metals due to their different thermal expansions. It would be difficult 
to ensure that long copper electrodes made contact with the steel over 
the whole of the top and bottom surfaces of the duct. For these 
practical reasons large devices used in liquid sodium circuits will 
probably have segmented electrodes.
In the absence of contact resistance the addition of a pair of 
high^ly conducting electrodes to an M.H.D. duct would allow streamwise 
currents to flow in the electrodes and thus ensure that the electric 
potential was nearly uniform along the top and bottom of the duct. 
Segmented electrodes would allow no current to flow in the streanwise 
direction, ./e therefore expect the field perturbation and potential 
distribution in devices which have continuous electrodes of low 
resistivity (compared to that of the liquid in the duct) to be different 
from those in devices which have segmented electrodes. Because practical 
M.H.D. devices in which is high are not likely to have electrodes 
whose resistance is low compared to that of the liquid in the duct, and 
are likely to have segmented electrodes, we confine our attention to 
the segmented electrode case.
tie have built two experimental rigs. The first enabled us to 
investigate the field perturbation and power loss which occurred when no 
external circuits were connected to the moving metal so that the only 
currents which could flow were eddy currents within the conductor.
The second rig was designed as a solid analogue of a complete flow coupler. 
Using this apparatus we were able to investigate the more realistic
12
cases in which currents could be drawn from the moving conductor. 
iVe also investigated some cases in which two conductors moved, with 
different speeds, through a common magnetic field.
The chapters of this thesis are presented almost in the order in 
which the work was performed. The work falls naturally into three 
distinct parts. Part I presents those experiments and theories concerned 
with the case of a moving conductor which has no external circuit 
(the flowmeter case), whilst part II is concerned with cases in which 
current is fed into, or extracted from, the moving conductor, and cases 
where two metals move with different velocities through a magnetic field. 
In part III we discuss the way in which we expect the modification, due 
to eddy currents, of the magnetic field and the potential distribution 
to affect the performance of M.H.D. devices operating at high magnetic
Reynolds number
cases in which currents could be drawn from the moving conductor.
We also investigated some cases in which two conductors moved, with 
different speeds, through a common magnetic field.
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with the case of a moving conductor which has no external circuit 
(the flowmeter case), whilst part II is concerned with cases in which 
current is fed into, or extracted from, the moving conductor, and cases 
where two metals move with different velocities through a magnetic field. 
In part III we discuss the way in which we expect the modification, due 
to eddy currents, of the magnetic field and the potential distribution 
to affect the performance of M.H.D. devices operating at high magnetic 
Reynolds number.
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Part T
Chapter 2.
Experiments to Investigate the field perturbation and power loss when 
the electric current is confined within the M.H.T. duct.
In these experiments the slug flow of the liquid metal through a 
duct situated in a transverse magnetic field, was represented by a 
solid moving conductor. This conductor was an annular aluminium rim, 
having an inside diameter of 0.82 metres and an ou+side diameter of 0.9 
metres, fitted as a tyre onto a Tufnol wheel. This whole assembly was 
mounted on an axle which was rotated by a 3 phase variable speed motor 
so that its rim passed between the poles of an electromagnet. Apart from 
the curvature of the rim the arrangement was geometrically similar to one 
channel of the flow coupler and was one tenth of the full size. To achieve 
the same magnetic Reynolds numbers in these experiments as those which 
would occur in the flow coupler it was necessary to make the rim of the 
wheel from a good electrical conductor and to drive the wheel at speeds of 
up to about 1000 rpm. These high speeds gave rise to large centrifugal 
forces in the rotating parts of the apparatus. Aluminium was chosen as 
a suitable rim material because in addition to being a good conductor it 
ha» a high strength~to-weight ratio.
The watercooled electromagnet, which was powered by a 60 kW motor- 
generator set, had shaped pole pieces fixed inside the magnet gap.
These pole pieces had grooves machined in them in the form of arcs of a 
circle so that a Hall probe (AEI typeFB22 ), mounted on a trolley which 
ran in these slots, could be traversed around the rim of the wheel.
This rim was made in two parts so that the sensitive plate of the Hall 
probe, which measured the transverse magnetic field, ran in a slot between 
the two halves. The shaft which supported the rotating wheel also drove 
an electric tachometer whose output was displayed upon an ultraviolet 
chart recorder, figure 8 shows a schematic representation of the
apparatus whilst figure 9 is a photograph of the actual rig.
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The moment of inertia of the rotating parts of the apparatus, was 
measured by clamping a known mass to the rim of the wheel thereby 
converting it into a compound pendulum. From the period of oscillation 
the moment of inertia of the system was calculated.
Because the electric motor fitted to this apparatus produced 
insufficient torque to drive the rim of the wheel through the magnet gap 
at a steady speed the electromagnetic power loss was measured in the 
following way. The wheel was rotated at a high speed with no magnetic 
field. The motor was then switched off and the electromagnet switched on.
As the wheel decelerated the ultraviolet chart recorder produced a graph 
showing speed of rotation of the wheel plotted against time. Part of the 
deceleration of the wheel was due to frictional losses and part due to 
eddy current losses in the rim.
Power (P) = torque (T) x angular velocity («) and torque (T) =
moment of inertia (i) x angular acceleration (u) so that P » I o u  
By measuring u and u> from the chart recorder graphs we were able to 
calculate the total power dissipation. The frictional losses were found 
by repeating the experiment with the electromagnet turned off.
The electromagnetic loss in the rim was found by subtracting the frictional 
loss from the total power dissipation.
The Hall probe was connected to the chart recorder so that when the 
wheel deckelerated graphs were obtained which showed the variation of 
magnetic field with time. Because simultaneous observations of speed were 
made,the magnetic field at this point in space could be found for any value 
of magnetic Reynolds number. By performing this experiment a number of 
times with the probe at a succession of points in the field region it was 
possible to build up field profiles for different magnetic Reynolds numbers.
Some principal parameters of the apparatus were measured and found to
be:-
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The aluminium rim: outside radius of curvature (r ) = 0.45 metres,
inside radius of curvature (r) = 0.41
Metres,
thickness (t) «= 0.022 metres,
width of slot (d) « 0,002 metres,
and electrical conductivity « 3*48 x 101
mhos/metre.
The magnet gap width (g ) * 0.0252 metres
and the moment of inertia of rotating
2
parts = 3.406 kilogram metre.
Figure 10 shows a cross section of the
wheel in the magnet gap.
The field in the magnet gap was measured, with the wheel removed, at 
a succession of different azimuthal positions firstly in the centre of the 
gap and then against one pole piece of the magnet. Figure 11 shows the 
magnetic field profiles obtained in this way. It can be seen that the 
comers of the pole pieces had the effect of locally increasing the 
magnetic field but that otherwise the two profiles are similar. Alien the 
Hall probe was traversed in a radial direction it was found that the 
magnetic field was constant over the region of interest.
Figure 12 shows the transverse magnetic field plotted against 
azimuthal position for several values of magnetic Reynolds number.
These fields were measured in the slot between the two halves of the 
aluminium rim at a radius of 0.43 metres. It can be seen that the eddy 
currents produced an induced field which decreased the field at the 
entrance to the magnet and increased the field at the exit. At low 
magnetic Reynolds numbers, i.e. up about 5» the distortions of the field 
at the entry and the exit were sepetrate from one another. At high 
the effects blended together so that the enhancement of the field at the 
exit end was reduced. Similar ooservations of the tranverse magnetic
Magnetic
Field
(a)
Magnetic
Field
Transverse magnetic field plotted against azimuthal position,(a^ at the centre 
of the magnet gap and (b) against the pole piece of the magnet, 
fig. 11.
O-IWt/nf O-IVWnF
f  \! \ Rm«°
O-IWVnt ~ oiwtfnf
/ --
O-lWtfnf O-Wnf
\v«°
The transverse magnetic field  at the centre of the magnet gap plotted against 
azimuthal position,for several values of Magnetic Reynolds No.
fig.12.
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field in the small gap between the iron pole piece and the moving 
aluminium rim were made for a number of values of R.. Figure 13 
contrasts the field profiles for Rm = 5 measured against a pole piece 
of the magnet and in the slot. It can be seen that the field in the 
gap is similar to the field at the surface of the pole piece.
Figure 14 shows profiles of the transverse magnetic field taken 
as the probe was traversed in a radial direction at the exit end of 
the magnet poles. Similar measurements were made at the entry end of 
the magnet, half way along the magnet and 0.107 metres outside the 
magnet at the exit end. These field measurements were made n the 
central slot where for mechanical reasons it was not possible to scan 
the probe across the whole of the rim. The dotted parts of the curves 
in this figure were obtained by assuming that, because thp radius of 
curvature of the rim was large, the field distribution would be 
symmetrical about a line mid way between the upper and lower edges of 
the aluminium. All the field profiles obtained in this way showed that 
the field at the edge of the rim was always equal to the initial field 
provided by the electromagnet, that is, there was no induced field at 
the upper and lower edges of the aluminium.
Power measurements were made, using the previously-described 
deceleration methods,with several different values of magnetic field. 
Graphs were drawn upon which the logarithm of the power dissipation was 
plotted against the logarithm of the magnetic field for fixed values 
of magnetic Reynolds number. These graphs, which are shown in figure 1 5, 
indicate that the power dissipation was proportional to the square of 
the magnetic field.
Figure 16 shows how the eddy current loss in the rim of the wheel
was found to depend upon the magnetic Reynolds number when the initial
2
magnetic field was'1050 and•2060Wb/m. It would appear that at high
Magnetic
field
(dt/m1)
Magnetic
field
^7 5 
IO
^ f 15
V20
^ ' 25
F^30
Imposed field
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B-0-06W b/ii>‘
The transverse magnetic field at the exit end of the magnet
plotted against radius
tig 14
’0
The pwcr dissipation,plotted on a logarithmic scale,against the magnetic 
field ,on a linear scale,for several values of magnetic Reynolds No., 
each graph has a slope of 2 . 
fig. 15.
The power dissipation plotted against magnetic Reynolds No for applied 
magnetic fields of 1050 and 2 0 6 0  Gauss, 
fig. 16.
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magnetic Reynolds numbers, in this case Rm>10 the power dissipation 
is linearly related to Ra.
The accuracy of these power measurements was limited to about 
10 or I57& because to calculate the power dissipated at a given value 
of Re it was necessary to measure the slopiof the graph produced by 
the tachometer and chart recorder as the wheel slowed down.
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Chapter 3
The Magnetic j'ield and Potential. Distribution within a Vovjng Conductor
3.1 The Magnetic FI ‘-'Id
circulate in the x-z planes within 
field Bi which opposes the applied 
and enhances it at the exit.
Figure 17 represents a view, looking 
in the direction of the magnetic field, 
of a device in which a conductor 
passes between the poles of a magnet. 
The motion i3 in the positive in­
direction. For simplicity it is 
assumed that the applied magnetic field 
starts abruptly at z=-l and ends 
abruptly at z=+l . Eddy currents 
the metal producing an induced magnetic 
field at the entrance to the magnet gap
The relevant equations are the Ohm's law equation, which is;- 
j = E + v x B where B is the magnetic field,
IF
v is the velocity,
E is the electric field,
O' is the conductivity of the moving conductor, 
and ]_ is the current density, and Maxwell's
equations curl B - PI.
curl E - — ¿3,
it
div B -= 0,
and div i =  0.
Because curl B -juj we may rewrite the Ohm's law equation in the form 
1 curl B « E + p  B, (1)
JUO'
Taking the curl of Equation(l) we find
I curl curl B = curl E + curl \r x B. (2)
/itr
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In a stationary frame of reference IB « 0
it
and therefore curl E « 0 .
Using a well known vector identity we write
curl v x B » vf.div B - B. iiv v + ( B.grad)v- - (v> grad) B.
Because div B » 0, div vr •= 0 and the motion is solely in the z direction 
the above equation reduces to
curl yx B - - y; i B.,
ir
and because curl curl B » grad div B - V JB 
Equation (2) becomes
7  B = • (3)
iz
We may consider the magnetic flux density B as being composed of 
two parts, that is
B_ “ B; + Ba. where is the applied magnetic field 
and is the induced magnetic field.
We consider the field in three different regions of space. In region 
I, z <-l, the applied field is zerc; in region II, -I<z<+1 , the applied 
field is B„ and in region III,
Z>+1, the applied field is zero.
This arrangement is shown in 
figure 18.
We expect that currents 
circulating in the magnet gap 
produce a field which is 
greater than the field they 
would have produced in a region 
well away from the magnet. Bj has two components, part of the induced 
field (Bic) is caused directly by the circulating eddy current whilst part 
(BirJ is caused by the magnetization of the iron magnet, thus ,
Bi = Bit + Bi^ .
Region I
0,-0
___Ba=B,
Region I I Region III
B ;Q
z*l
(ig.ie.
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The field Bit can be considered aa the field due to an equivalent 
current density j' in the iron and a current sheet of density X on th6 
surface of the pole pieces. This contribution to the induced magnetic 
field only exists in the region where the moving metal is within the 
magnet gap so that upon entering or leaving this region the induced field 
must change. In general it will be difficult to calculate Bic because it 
will depend upon the current distribution within the magnet gap, and the 
physical properties of both the magnet and the moving conductor.
We have made a coil having a diameter equal to the width of the 
aluminium rim that was described in the last chapter. A known current 
was passed through this and the field at its centre was measured when it 
was first in, and then out,of the magnet gap. The field caused by this 
coil when in the magnet gap was found to be about twice the field it 
produced when it was well away from any iron.
We have solved Equation (3), in the two dimensions x and z, by 
assuming that the transverse magnetic field did not vary in the y- 
direction and that the reluctance of the external magnetic circuit was 
everywhere the same, that is to say a circulating eddy current would 
produce the same magnetic fiold whether it was in region I.II or III. 
Later we suggested that the tranverse field caused by the magnetization 
of the iron would be proportional to the transverse field produced by 
the circulating eddy currents so that Bi„ » inBit where m was a constant 
which would depend upon the dimensions, geometry and physical properties 
of the magnet and the uoving conductor. When the results of this analysis 
were compared with experimentally measured field profiles it was found 
that no closer agreement could be obtained than with the former theory in 
which we assumed that the reluctance of the external magnetic circuit was 
everywhere the same. This suggests that in order to take full account of 
the effect of the iron magnet upon the induced magnetic field it is
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necessary to solve Equation(3)in three dimensions. Such a solution would 
he very complex and would necessarily involve the physical properties of 
the magnet itself. Computed field profiles, based on the theory we 
present here, which ignores th" effect of the iron upon the induced field, 
agree surprisingly well with the experimentally measured field.
We now consider the case in which the magnetic field is assumed to 
be transverse and invariant in the y direction. The applied field (B,) 
does not vary in the x direction and is zero except that Ba - B, when 
1>Z>-1 . As we consider only the transverse magnetic field we omit the 
subscripts and simply refer to the field as B.
Now p] « curl B = curl (B, +B; ) » curl Bi since curl B « 0. It follows 
that ix and j, = 1. . The otreamwise component of the current
M b  /* i*
density, in region I at z■ -1  must he the same as the streamwise
component of the current density at z* -1 in region II. Then ¿8; at z = --lix
in region I - at z « -1 in region II. Using a eimilar argument we find
i*
that 1?J at •/. = f 1 in region II - 2H> at 2 -+lin region III.
It is easily shown that at the top and bottom cf the duct (rrfs) the 
induced field Bi is zero for all values of z. No current is drawn from
tho duct and therefore i,-o a t x «±a. It follows that » 0 at x =±a,J ii
but Bj —  Oas z-*-cgso Bj = 0 for all z at x = ±a.
The electric potential distribution at z ■ -1 in region I must be the 
same as electric potential distribution at z ■ -1 in region II, consequently 
the electric field (ie. minus the potential gradient) at z - -1 in region I 
is the same as the electric field at z »-1 in region II.
Then at z > -1 in region I *■ E x at z - -] in region II for all x, 
and Ej. at z > +1 in region II ■ Ex at z « +1 in region III for all x.
In addition we expect the induced magnetic field to bo symmetrical about
x n 0 bo that ia • 0 at x - 0 .
ix
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Any solution of equation (3) must now satisfy the following
boundary conditions.
(a) B^ -- 0 as z —  + e~for all x,
(b) B: is a maximum at x = 0, that is lUi «* 0 at x - 0 for all z,
¿.X
(c) B; is zero at x - + a for all z,
(d) ABiat z - -i in region I » . l>at z » - 1 in region II for all x,
'<% ¿X
and IBiat z = <■ 1 in region II - ¿¿.¡at z » +1 in region III, for all x,
Jx  lx-
(e) E*. at z « -1 in region I « Ev at z • -1 in region II for all x 
and E^ at z «■ +1 in region II ■ E :c at z = +1 in region III for all x.
Using the method of separation of variables we look for a solution 
of the form B - X(x)2(z) where X is a function of x only
would then yield solutions greying exponentially with x. p  is therefore 
replaced by C 1 where C is either zero or a real number.
When C » 0 Equations (4) and (5) become
a
and Z is a function of z only. 
On substituting into equation (3) we find
(4)
(5)
a
where p  is the separation constant.p cannot be negative since Equation (4)
_1 £ X  = 0 , 
X U l '
( 6)
Z aZ
Equations (6) and (7) have solutions X » G x +  K
and ±  11 - 0. (7)
and Z «* E + i t 1 where G,K,E and F
are arbitary constants. Whan C ■ 0 a solution is
(8)
ühen C^O Equations (4) and (5) become
_i_ ¿ X  =  - r 2
K  U *
± \Z - & > * ?  -  C1 -  O
fu c -1 â L <¡7- (9)
Equation (8) has a solution of the form
X * A sin  c* + B cos coc .
Looking for solutions to equation (9) of the fore Z » se*2 we obtain 
the following auxiliary equation
o<2 — R_rX — c 1 = 0  
a
which has roots
K K, - 4 c J
and -  Rff ~  Æ  - 4 c 1’ 
a 7 a1
Thus when C/0 we seek solutions of the form
B » + Asincx i-Bcoscx) .
A general solution for all values of C is
B - (cTx . + K  )^E + F e ¥ * ) + ^ ( H <.e*’z-*-Ite‘4lX * tS'nat'+&-coii'x)'
Ad c /- o
In order to satisfy boundary condition (b) that Ü  ■ 0 at x • 0 *eJx
take G and each Ae to be zero. Then
B - (f'+ré Ri-Z) \(HcV*l+ lté“*1) co s  esc. where E,' F,' and 1^ are
4  arbitary constants.AJI C f  O
Boundary condition (c) is that the magnetic field at x ■ +& is the
applied field Ba . To satisfy this condition we take F* to be zero and
we choose C such that each coscx texrm is zero at x ■ +a. It follows that
the constant E ; must be equal to the applied magnetic field BA . For each
cobcx term to be zero at x * a we put ca ■ mr where n is an odd number
so that c - Tin where n ■ 1.3.5 •• etc.
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The general solution now becomes:-
pB = 13^» In -t* * *  ) COS IVhjfc ^
Us . .
where «*. = J- ( R„ + (R* + a5rr1)^
2a
and ^  _ J_ ( Rw - (f?„J +nlHJ)^ ),
2a
In region I Ba = 0 and B-+-0 as z-*--~5bo we choose a solution of
the form B » \ A„e*“co$ n^ TJc . (10)
/  2a 
Hr i.x.S...
In region II Bd ■ B 0 so we choose a solution of the form
B  = B0 +  )(Bne*'z +- Ct e*',,z) cos «wx .
L 2an«
In region III Ba - 0 *nd B-«~0 as z so we choose
(11)
B =  \ Dj-e^'^cos jnrx .
L la
Using boundary condition (d) we find that at z ■ -1
(1 2 )
_w-,l
- ) Ane~ nwijnii2i = —  ) [ Bne™-'1* Cne^*,L)h'ir s i n m
2a "2a [ _  2 a  2 a . 7
multiplying by sin pifx and integrating from i « 0 to x ■ a we find that
2?
¿„e“"'1 -  Bnr J + Ca e ^\
Similarly at z - +1 we find
Dae* 1 = B a e*'1 + C ^ e * 1.
(13)
(14)
Boundary condition (e) is that E* at z - -1 in region I ■ B* at z ■ -1 
in region II. The Ohm's law equation is j - E + v; x _B which, because
On"
curl B »yjj we may rewrite in the form 
_L curl B - E + V-xB ,
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the x component of this is — j_
>JO' Jz
=  E*. -  V, B
so that ■ VJ, B — _L A 8 .
iz
( 15)
Then
r2 Bi - ±  A k 1! v l (B» + B•) - _ L  Jj*
y  ^  iz P *  h.
at z * -1 in region I at z « - 1 in region II
(16)
In order to use Equation (16) it is necessary to express B0 as a function 
of x by writing it as a Fourier series in terms of cos nrfx
V 2aso that B,, - Bp \ G n cos r.'fx .Z 2a
XL»!.!,*...
Substituting into Equation (l6), multiplying by cos ftftc and integrating
2a
from x ■* o to x - a we find that
An e — -  R-m B0 Cja 4 Bn e + °G Cjj e .
âo<, c*.
(17)
By considering the electric field at z - + 1 in a similar way we find that
= Cr. + *, 8„ e*'1 + Cne ^ 1 . 
v*
(18)
Solving equations (13)»(14)*(17) and (18) for Am  Cn, and Bn, we find
that
A, = Ë- ( e*’1- e ^ 1), aK ;
(19)
Bn ='
„ „ „ -<*,1 Bo Rir\ Qfr 0
aK ?
(20)
Cn “ -KR«c,r. e * 1, 
aK
(21)
Bn » (e**1- e**1 ) aK ’
(22)
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where (23)i =  _ L  (*^ m
2a
t J_(«--(Cii.nV)*),
2a. 7
and K = .
(24)
(25)
We have expressed the applied magnetic field as a Fourier series 
in x, that is
Be." Bo \ Ct„ cos ntq-L 2i
n- •.
■ Bo f(^ ) .
To find &n we consider a magnetic field such that
f(v) = - 1 ■x < - 4
^  i -a  < x  <■ a, 
fU) — - i x  > a.
fM = l
series 1 f(xH
^ ~ r
rli
fU) (os n u  Jx 
U
x=-a x«a
fig 19.
=  b  &m i>y
nv 2
so that in Equations (I9),(20),(2l) and (22) Onis given by the expression: 
,)T. (26)— - tv
hit
V/e have used Equations (lO),(ll) and (12) together with the 
appropriate vplueo of Au , Bn , C„ and Dnf to calculate the total magnetic 
field at several values of magnetic Reynolds numbers for an initially 
uniform magnetic field which starts abruptly at z - -1 metres and ends 
abruptly at z - + 1 metres. Fiftures 20 shows the computed field profile for 
an R m of 10 when 1 » 0.1a.and a - 0.02 m..
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The computed field for an of IO when a«002m,-{“02m ,and the 
initial magnetic field is l-Owb/m*. 
fig 20.
The computed power loss,for an abrupt initial field of 0-IWt>(i£plotted against 
magnetic Reynolds No. The field region had a length 2t  of 0-2m ,a«002m . 
tiy. 22.
MAGNETIC FIELD PROFILES
EXPERIMENTAL THEORETICAL
Magnetic field profiles at several values of magnet Reynolds No., the 
initial field of 0-092Wb/m1 was uniform over a length of approx. 0-2m.
fig. 21.
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irVe consider a non abrupt magnetic field as being composed cf many 
superimposed abruptly ending elements of field extending over different 
distances in the z - direction. Vie have used the computer program 
presented in appendix A  to evaluate the induced field which ocouro at 
chosen values of Rm with an initial field profile eimilar to the 
experimentally measured profile. Because the radius of curvature of the 
wheel is large we compare the measured profiles with field profiles which 
have been computed for the case of a straight conductor. Figure 21 shows 
the computed and observed profiles side by side. It will be noticed that 
the agreement between the theoretical and the experimental field profiles 
is good at Rms of up to about 5 but is less satisfactory at high Rm .
When the magnetic Reynolds number is hif£i an induced field exists well 
outside the magr.at region, the transverse component of the field then 
varies in the y direction so that our two-dimensional treatment of the 
problem becomes rather unrealistic.
3.2 The Power Los3
Eddy currents circulating within the conductor cause ohmic heating. 
The magnitude of this power loss ia given by:-
f  f ( a
j j_ d* ¿1 •
For a case in which the eddy currents flow solely in the x-z plane 
and in which the distribution of these currents does not vary in the 
y-direction,
(27)
Because eviri B -  yuj j x = ~ ~  and J» - £  >JL ,
/' Ji
Equation (27) becomesP = 2t /♦ (tì) (28)
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We
If we take the first 10 terms of this series to represent the magnetic 
field then will he represented by the first 10 terms of
it is not simple to calculate the integral in Equation (28) from Equations 
(10), (11) and (12). We have written a computer program to calculate 
the magnetic field in the moving conductor for a chosen value of magnetic 
Reynolds number. Using this program we can calculate K  and at a large 
number of places. The integral in Equation (28) is then evaluated by 
summing the values of and throughout the moving conductor.
Figure 22 shows how the power loss in the metal, calculated in the
above manner, depends upon the magnetic Reynolds number for an initial
2abrupt field of O.lw/m when 1 « 0.1 m.and a 0.02m.. At high Rffi the power 
loss seems to be linearly related to the magnetic Reynolds number.
The continuous line in fig. 16 shows the power loss which has been 
calculated, from a theoretical field distribution, for a solid conductor 
moving through a non abrupt magnetic field similar to the experimentally 
observed field. The good agreement between theory and experiment may 
well ba fortuitous, it must be remembered that the accuracy of the power 
measurements is limited to about 15^.
3.3 The Electric Potential Distribution
Once again the relevant equations are j = E + , curl 2. ~ n .
curl E = -36, div B « 0, and div = 0. Taking the divergence of the Ohm's
However j* , which is 11 
represented by an expression containing 100 terms.
f i 3JL^ , will now be
Jl /
is  It can be seen that
law equation we have -L divj = 0 = divE +■ >:B).J ili j div|y>.' ,^
Now E= -grad U and therefore div E! « dlv(- grad U) ■- ? U so that 
V U - div(v<B) = B.curlv - v.curlB .
If we consider the velocity to be purely In the z-direetion and 
uniform throughout the channel at a value vt then V  U = -V, where
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the magnetic field B is again assumed to be solely in the y-direction. 
Because curl B » pj , = so that V  li = • (29)
Jo.
From the Ohm's law equation we find that i,= csEr ■- -c-HI , Equation
J iz
(29) now becomes V  U =
o r  \7 u =  Rm k J  . (3 0 )
a <u
To solve Equation (30) we again let the magnetic field consist of 
two parts, the applied field B_a and an induced field B. so that B = B4 + B. 
Vie choose an applied field B.x such that
Ba *» 0 in region I, z < -1 ^ B* = B0
Ba = B. in region II, -1 < z < +1 , Region I Region 11 Region HI
Ba « 0  in region III, z  > + 1 . Bjjc 0 Efc-C
2 =-l z=+l
We have previously shown that when no f|-g 24
current is drawn from the duct the induced 
field at the top and bottom (x “ i O  is zero.
From the Ohm's law equation we find that -HI -v^B 
but because j* is zero and the induced field is zero, - -vi-R^ at x  =
for all z. We require a solution of Equation (30) which satisfies the
following boundary conditions.
a) U —-0 as z —  + <~>for all x,
b) U » 0 at x ■ 0 for ail z,
c) MJ»-vtBi at x + a for all z,
d) U at z - - 1 in region I ■ U at z ■ - 1 in region II for all x,
U at z * + 1 in region II - D at z - + 1 in region III for all x,
e) J, and hence Ju is continuous for all x at the boundaries z ■+_ 1 ,
so that Ju at z » - 1 in region I,» 5u at a « - 1 in region II, for
ii JI
all x, and Jl) at z ■ + 1 in region II » If at z « + 1 in region III for
Ti
all x.
Using the method as separation of variables we look a solution 
of the form
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U «= X(*.)z(i) where X io a function of x only,
and Z is a function of z only. 
On substituting into Equation(1)we find
1
X  ¿1C1 =■ ,
(31)
and 1 Yz - 
z w
ivm ) Z — X — 0 
az h
(32)
where X is the separation constant. X cannot be negative since Equation (31) 
would then yield solutions growing exponentially with x. \is therefore 
replaced by C1 where C i3 either zero or a real number.
When C *» 0 Equations (31) and (32) become:-
1 Yx = 0  , (33)
X
and 1 Yz - )Z - X  = 0 . (34)
Z a 7. ii
Equations (33) and (34) have solutions of the form
X -  G x  + K ,
21Z = E + F e  ?  ,
where E,P,G and K are arbitary constants so that 
when C - 0 a solution is
U -  (&.«, + K  )(E + F e ? 1) .
When C/0 Equations (31) and (32) become
1  t*  = - C 1 , (35)
X
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and JL  ^^  _ _5s. A? _ C* — 0 , 
Z àz1 aZ iz
(36)
Equation (35) has solutions of the form 
X~Asin cx + B cos ex,
T7 L **2Looking for solutions to equation (36) of the form Z - h e  we obtain 
the following auxiliary equation
— R» «î — C!A — 0  ^
a
which has roots l - R<n +■ / Rrn + A C 1 .a  /  a 1
and - Çm ~
a
Rm + kC ,
a1
Thus when C/0 we seek solutions of the form
U -  (H e0*1 +• r e ^ X  A «¡n c*. + BcosCxj.
A general solution for all values of C is
(Hce*‘%  Le''11)! /'¿suicx *. g c coscxj,
fax C^tO
In order to satisfy boundary condition b), that D » 0 at x ■ 0
for ail z, we take K and each B to be zero. Then
U -  G x ( e  + r e x 1] 4- W e ^ f sm cx . (37)
L
/tu. c 4 o
( G x y K )( £ +■ r e +■
Boundary condition c) is for *»11 a*
From Equation (37) we have
(jü\ =. Ga ( £ F e r 1] *■ ' ( Hc e ' 1 4 Ic c. coica — -ViB^ 
k)xixati
tx xjO
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Now is piece-wise constant, being zero in regions I and III and
of value B0 in region II, To satisfy this boundary condition we 
therefore take F and every cos ca term to be zero.
It follows that ca ■* njf where n is an odd number
a
so that C — where n « 1,3* 5« •
la
The general solution (Equation (37)) now reduces to
u " G x  + \ ¿in nftx
L  ' 21
(38)
n =
where
and
V, = _L ( Rm (^R,i ^n1* 1)*) , 
la 1
la '
Now in region I Ba » 0, and boundary condition c) becomes /^U] ■=
\ dx/A = ta
so that G in Equation (38) must be zero. We also require that 
U -*-0 as Z -v ^ bo that all values of I„in Equation (38) must be zero.
We therefore choose a solution of the form
^ “ \ X e ^ ’V n  urtS- (39)
/ la
L where J„ is an arbitary constant.n * >,i. £ 11
In region II boundary condition c) becomes /XJj =
\ lx/x=ra
Differentiating Equation (38) and writing (1^ .) -= -\q_Fi0we find that
\ t)x ijL-r/X
G - -Vt Ra so that in region II the eolution is of the form.
(40)
where M n and Nn are 
arbitary constants.
0 - -vt B0X  4-\ Ke*1* 4 Mrte*11) sm nrx
Ba is zero in region III bo that j » 0 and G in Equation (38) 
must be zero* We require that U ^ 0  as Z that all values of Hn
in Equation (38) must bo zero. The solution in region III is therefore 
of the form
" - \ L . e ' V . s s  <«»>
L 11« i- I, > . .
The arbitary constants Jh# L„, M r# and N r, are found by using boundary
\ \ n / \n—' / -«.1 <^*.1 \conditions d) and e) and are Jn — 8a ( - » ) x *1 (6  - J ^
>iAtr A K
M a = \fi Ba 8a é^'1 ,
ti* 'îr1 K
l\la ■= -ft-flo 8d
La = -Ro 8a (- ') **■«> (e**1 -  e '^ ) ,
Tra k"
where */, t nV)*) ,
<x »
3a.
and K =  o4, - tXj. ,
Substituting for Jnt Mn, Nnf and L„ in Equations (39)•(40) and (4l) 
we have
u 0 "'TiBiA it 1 ( - 1) ¿inK o(,l exp<x,z siniijr^ in region. I , ^42^
j n1 «
n = 1,3,5.,,
-v'IBoû x  -  ( ^ e ' ‘'U'Z)-  oi'i e‘,,iU ,1)i,n  njTjL i n ^ E ^ 45^
* ^x/_ tfK 3a j
n ^ M.»
ü “ [fc \ (-1) i o/4 sinK *il exp^z sinivrx ¡a region HE
îrx / 3a
h -1. ».
(44)
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Th* potential distribution on the surface of a moving conductor, a is 002m , ■{ IsO-lm.
fig. 25.
r
fig. 26.
The potential distribution on the surface of a moving conductor, a ¡.0 0 2 m ,-l leO-lm
fig. 25.
r
fig. 26.
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If we allow Rinto be small these equations become identical to those
fq)
found by Sheroliff for the lev? R m case.
Equations (42),(43) and (44) can also be derived from the calculated 
magnetic field (Equations (10) to (12) and (19) to (25)). Because curl B -uj 
we can rewrite the Ohm's law equation in the form.
_L curl B =  £ t v x  5 . (45)
The x component of this may be written as
-  _ L  AS -  -  iü  -  V i B y ,  (46)
P * -  ¿1 Jx  '
because B is solely in the y-direction and V) » 0. Using the above 
mentioned equations for B we can integrate Equation (46) to find U.
Using the boundaT"y condition that U = 0 at x ■ o for all z we obtain 
expressions for U which are identical to Equations (42),(43) and (44).
Figure 25 3how3 the computed potential at x ■ a for a duct where 
a m 0.02 metres in which the metal moves with slug flow through a field of 
length 0.2 metres. The two cases shown are for magnetic Reynolds numbers 
of 5 and 10. If the magnetic field region were infinitely long one would 
expect voltages of + at the electrodes. It can be seen that when
R w *■ 5 the potential only rises to the expected value at the exit end of 
the magnetic field whilst when Rm = 10 the expected potential of 
is never achieved.
Figure 25 is a photograph of a cardboard model showing the calculated
electric potential distribution across a straight conductor as it moves
2
through a field of 0.1 w/m of length 0.2 metres when R w - 10.
Electromagnetic Flowmeters Ueed at High Rlf,
It is now well known that flowmeters for use at high R m must be 
provided with a magnetic field of great length so that the electrodes are
42
well away from any disturbance of the potential due to circulating 
currents at the end.q of the device. A flow meter usGd on the Enrictfo-Fermi 
reactor employing a short permanent magnet is described in reference 10.
It was found that the output of this device was not proportional to the 
volume throughput. Using the data given in this reference we have 
computed the output of this device for varioiis throughputs of sodium 
assuming once again a slug flow and a rectangular field profile. Figure 27 
shews the manufacturer's calibration curve together with the experimentally 
measured calibration and our computed calibration for this device.
The sensitivity of such a short flowmeter will depend upon the distribution 
of the magnetic field provided by the permanent magnet. It is expected 
that computing the calibration curve for such a device using a real field 
profile would provide a more accurate calibration than our assumed 
"square field" case, unfortunately we were unable to obtain the necessary 
detailed information about the field used for the EnriqKo-Fermi flowmeter.
I 2 3 4 5 6
SODIUM FLOW RATE, lO6 LB/H
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TChapter 4
A Fii*at Order Theory for the Velocity Perturbation caused by the Interaction 
of the Induced E.idy Currents with the -notic Field tn an l.hri.l). Device,
. XOnce again we consider, in 
a two dimensional way, the case 
of a fluid flowing through a 
transverse magnetic field which 
falls abruptly to zero at z = ± 1 .
The theory closely follows that 
used by Shercliff1  ^ for the low 
Rm case.
$
f’g-28.
The Navier-Stokes equation, 
modified to include the 
electromagnetic body force is, for an incompressible fluid,
p Bv + gradp = jxR + JTy  wherep  is the density of the fluid, 7 is the 
viscosity of the fluid and p is the pressxire in the fluid. Taking the curl 
of this equation and ignoring the viscous forces we have, for a steady state:-
o D u  =  /0 (v.grad) y curl i x 8
• Dt ' *
=■ (B.grad)j -  Q.gradjB ^
taking the y-component we get, to the first order,
/OVz  =  -jx JB —  j2 , (47)
/ ¿2 Ax iz
Now B is the sum of the applied magnetic field Ba and an induced field 
Bj so that B « Ba + Bj .
Equation (47) now becomes.
or
V* C^Oy ~  — i t  MB» +B i)  —
Az u h
OVj iUOy 
Az
— - J x  )&» -  j ,A 8 j ~  j* (4-8)
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Wo consider an applied field which is uniform in x and such that
6a = 0 if 7 < -1 ,
Ba = Bo if -1 <  z < +1,
and 6a — 0 if i  > + 1 . fig. 29.
 ^ —  — i ¿Bi — i- )Bp — ]2 )Bi .
r à2 J b- J ¿z - ii
Curl Bi = jjj so that j> — - 1 •>&, consequently we find that
ix
(49)
so curl j x B is zero except where there is a z-wise variation in the 
applied magnetic field. This equation is precisely that found by Shercliff. 
It appears that the only difference between the low Rm  case and the high 
case i3 that at high Rm j2 i3 strongly dependent upon the length of the field 
region and upon the magnetic Reynolds number. We see that curl jxB is zero 
except at the ends of the magnet so the vorticity must change abruptly as 
the liquid enters or leaves the field. In the limit of an abrupt edge 
Equation (49) becomes
because v2 and are continuous across the edge; A<j is the change in vorticity 
and A6,is the change in the applied magnetic field.
To proceed with the analysis of the problem we use the solution of
V 1!! = Rn>HJ and Ohm's 'aw equation to find j2 . When a fluid crosses an edge 
a hi
into a region of applied magnetic field the quantitios p,vA ,v,, and Av, are 
continuous but ior and hence Iv* change abruptly. From Equation (50) we
(50)
¿1
find that the vorticity changes by an amount Aw where
A u  =  -  j i  A  Bo
/°v‘
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(51)
We now let v2 =. \^, t- w  where vm is the undistgn}bed uniform velocity 
and w is a z-wise perturbation velocity small in comparison with V* .
We introduce a stream function so thats-
and W  =• -¿V , 
ix.
then
Yi. = hr
0Ay =■  — O yj +• W j. =• +  +■  X  a  V  Vi.Yx Az l x 1 Al*-
The vorticity changes abruptly at the entrance and exit of the field so
that well inside the field region v^-o but because V* = ^  , iV =0. Then
Az Az1
inside the field w y =  Vv .
Jx‘
If we assume that the liquid had slug flow before entering the field
then and hence = 0 when z<-l. wr increases by an amount A w  on
ax*
entering the field so that
uiy (x) =  A w r(x) =• - j1 A  Bp v/hen -1 < z <  1 .
Using the solution of V JU =  RmiU for a slug flew, and the Ohm's law
a az
equation v/c find that at z - -1
j =  ) sinntfx.where <*, =J-(r„,4-(«m
/  (R. + n*ir*)t
We may rewrite this ass-
1 = —0sVm B02 \ (- O^r ( I -  G sin nffx where a, = Rm+ffiJ, + n V )i
/  ( R„ » - a
a,1<1 N *i -
From Equation (51) we find that the vorticity inside the field is given by
(52)\ -»lfi> | \
<o,(x) = o A  *1 \ 1-0* ('-<? ' ) ¿innra. = £ V
r (Rm +• n2^)^ 2a
When z < — 1 the liquid has slug flow so that iik — 0 and theAx*
perturbation velocity w  .=.-^ = 0, we therefore choose V  the stream
¿a.
function, to be zero when » —**- w  and vv , that is - and H- , areAx Az
always zero at the duct walls (x* ta) , It follows that lf»0 at x  = tli
Solving equation (52) subject to these boundary conditions we haves-
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 ^ - g>fL2 } (i-e~ '') 4 a1 t x  + (-1) t ¿in
P /_ (Rm + nV^nMr1 \a  2a /
fl r *,V*
The z-wise velocity perturbation w- - K-
¿x
, V 1 rand therefore W «  o  ft, o a \ ( ' - e  )  . L i i +-(-•) i nu cos n n'x)
p « x 11 i {Hi+ «'«*)* 121
1 2a
As the fluid leaves the magnetic field the vorticity again changes so 
that once outside the field:-
lOy X. U2y
iKl^'lOe PitLD
Jz A B0
Once again using the solution of \7 U =  Rw and the Ohm’s law
a u
equation we find that at z « + 1
j = -«yvq, 6, i \ | - |) t ( e^l ~ Q Sin n n ' r  where n = - (R«
/ [di ♦ t,1* 1)* '
Then U y =■
OUTS.Oe
2 \ ( - 1 ) t  ( i 5in nirx ,  r— O'Brl \ (- ')
[_ + 2a /° (Rf
¿in ntrx.
[_ (ti+n'rr‘ ) * 2a.
n»i,i,4...
If we integrate the above expression and use the boundary condition 
* 0 at t Awe find:-
(j, = trB.a2 \ ( e ^ '  V e ^ ' - x  )  i i 1 ( £ -/- ( -  I) TSin » IM ) .
^  ^ . (*m + a -Ja '
The perturbation velocity w  is then found to be:-
- - crBc 1 \{e^±SJ— A) fii (' + t - F x  n » x ) .
/° i LRm * n1*1 2* is M,-»
Figure 30 shows how the slug flow is perturbed as the fluid passes
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The perturbation of the velocity profile at the entrance of an abrupt magnetic field.
f iq . 3 0 .
The velocity profile after leaving 
the magnetic field region.
The velocity profile inside the field.
The Initial turbulent velocity profile
Tire computed velocity profiles for a turbulent flo« passing through ar. abruptly 
edged magnetic field where i = 1-00)^ sO-2m( F^» IO and B»OlWb/m\ 
f ig .32.
through a field such that X  =  5 and the magnetic Reynolds number is 10.
a
The effect of the electromagnetic forces in the fluid is to increase the 
velocity at the edges of the duct and to decrease the velocity at the centre 
of the duct. The velocity perturbation at the centre when Rm is small is 
found to be the same as that predicted by Shercliff and is of order o  a
which is independent of the mean velocity. When R rt is large the perturbation
2
is of order o^  B,,a which is inversly proportional to \rn , suggesting that
10 /O Rm
the j x B forces although themselves larger produce a smaller change in the 
velocity.
The ratio of the jxB forces to the inertia force (the interaction 
parameter) is given at low R m by the expression
S » b where b is a scale length of the system,
P U
and at high Rw by the expression:-
S - Bo - m cri1 Bp bl .
p  R«
Shercliff has shown that the fractional perturbation at low R r,\ is of order
o  Bj a which is 1/10 x the interaction parameter. We have shown that at 
io p U  z
high R m the velocity perturbation is of order o  Bp a so that the
tops«
fractional perturbation is ucr Bp1 a1 which is, once again, l/lO x the 
interaction parameter.
This first order analysis becomes unrealistic as soon as the fractional 
perturbation becomes larger than about 10 or 20j6, that is the Interaction 
parameter is greater than 1 or 2.
We now perform a similar calculation for a fluid which has vorticity
before it enters the magnetic field region. We represent the turbulent
flow of the fluid by a simple power
law which is ii »/¿V*
U l a  /
where Ui i8 the velocity at the
2a
centre of the duct, U is the velocity
112)the Reynolds number. NikuMase ' gives n for a round pipe as _L when
to
the Reynolds number is greater than 1.6 x 10 and we use this value in our
at a distance y from the duct wall and n is a power which depends upon
becomesapproximate theory. In our syetem of co-ordinates u_ = / v \n
u. \a I
U =. (55)
u, a /
For a two dimensional flow in a duct of thickness ' t', throughput 
2atv^, -  2 t j  U dx where vm = mean velocity.
Therefore 2atvr„ = 2 t f U,
or \r„ =-¿I ‘k -
Performing the integral we find
n+i
For sodium flow in a duct 0.40 metres high x 0.2 metres thick, such
that R m = io , v/e find the Reynolds number is 3*28 x 10^. Nikurqdse gives
the value of n at this Reynolds number as 0.1 so that = U. or
H
U, =■ 1H Rw .poa
Equation (55) now becomes
( \OI
U = M Rm ( l - i |  
ptcra ' a '
(56)
We again consider an abruptly edged field stretching from z « - 1 to 
z - + 1 . Before the fluid enters the field it has a vorticity which is
- Sy* , that is
Ax
(*, »  M  R.
pi era1 10 a
We let be v^+vy where sTm is the mean velocity and v/ is the 
perturbation velocity and we choose a stream function so that
(57)
w =• -Jh f and ■= h tAx Az.
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'Then + w)
Jx
+
=  ^  .
When the fluid is outBide the magnetic field region the flow profile 
does not vary in the z direction so that the vorticity is not a function
of zf that is = f(x) =. . Integrating Equation (57) and using
Tx>
the boundary condition that is zero at x » +a ( that is -)v * 0
Ds
at x  = i a  ) we find that before the fluid enters the magnetic field
V -  Rw. (h  a . jQ (i - x ) %  + x ) .  (58)
^o^a m  a
At the walls of the duct the x-coraponent of the velocity is always 
zero so that ¿w » 0 for all z at x » i a. . From Equation (58) we find 
that at x -ia, V * R-m ♦ Wc have already shown (Equation (51)) that the
yu Os
velocity changes abruptly At when the liquid enters or leaves the magnetic 
field by an amount A  where
A  e jz ^  #
yCVl
We again use the solution of V  U = R« Hj for a slug flow, together
a hi
with the Ohm's law equation, to find jr . We find that upon entering the 
field region:-
- m  R,n . j_ ( +  o'&t 2 \ (- *)T (i - e sin mix - i V  
10 a / /° / (Ri + n1n-l)'A ¿a
where [h, = Rm + (R« + n1 rr1)^  and N = JL • Integrating and using
n
/ (R« •
>1
R* at x -
yu O'
- (*£*2
lO'd r (*« + n'w1 ' 4
n * ii&,» - •
The perturbation velocity w  * - so that
2a
■ R?,_ [  i l  ( i - s f ’-  ' I  -  oB f 8a\  (i - . _L ( i ♦ 1S2S-). (5?)
y:oa L a J / (fit + th^Sc n‘ 1 21
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Using a similar method we find that when the liquid leaves the
magnetic field the perturbation is given bys-
w  Rm ! I l ( 1 1 j -<rfi,A8a^ e ^ - l ) . 1 (' ■*•(■ • )"■*■ nfcos ntfx1
L  * J l1 (fit * n*rr*)ï nA 1 2i
where p, - R« + (Rm «■ II< -(Ri and N » 1 .a
Before the fluid enters the magnetic field the velocity profile is
that of a slug flow modified by an amount w  where w « I H  ('-£) - 1 j.
yo-i L a j
Equations (59) and (60) show that the electromagnetic perturbation 
which takes place upon entering the magnetic field is the same for both 
the slug flow and the turbulent flow cases described here. Both are 
approximate because i. is derived from the solution of V U = ^  M  for 
a slug flow and Doth cases fail at the walls of the duct where the velocity 
of the fluid must be zero.
Figure 32 shows the computed velocity profiles for a turbulent flow
passing through an abruptly edged magnetic field of length 2 metres, the
2
magnetic Reynolds number is 10 and the magnetic field is 0«1 Vi/m .
From this first order analysis it is evident that the perturbation 
increases the velocity of the liquid at the top and bottom of the duct 
and decreases the velocity at the centre.
Part II
Chapter 5
Experiments to Investigate the Magnetic Field Perturbation when Large 
Currents are allowed to Enter and Leave the M.H.D. Duct and when two 
Streams of Moving Conductor mcs through a common Magnetic Field.
5.1 The Apparatus
In all the theoretical and experimental work described in Part I of 
this thesis the electric currents were confined entirely to the moving 
conductor. Many M.H.D. devices have external circuits through which 
currents may enter and leave the duct. Consequently Part I, whilst 
providing a qualitative understanding of the magnetic field perturbation, 
is not directly applicable to such things as pumps and generators.
The flow coupler is more complicated than either an M.H.D. pump or 
generator because the magnetic field in a flow coupler may be modified by 
the Induced field caused by eddy currents circulating in each of the 
streams of moving conductors. These streams may be travelling at different 
velocities.
The apparatus described in Part I of this thesis was designed and 
built as quickly as possible because at that time it was thought that work 
on this project might end after a period of one year. In 1971 we needed an 
experimental rig with which we could study the magnetic field perturbation 
which occurred when large, externally applied, currents flowed through an 
M.H.D. duct and when two conductors moved through a common magnetic field 
at different speeds. Once again it was not possible to build a model in 
which sodium was represented by some other liquid and so once again we used 
solid conductors to l’epresent the streams of liquid sodium. Because it was 
not possible to modify the original apparatus it was necessary for us to 
design and build a new rig. This would consist of a pair of annular discs 
of aluminium which would rotate side by side in a magnetic field and be
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In real sodium-filled devices large currents can be drawn from the 
moving sodium through copper electrodes brazed onto the duct walls.
In our experimental rig the only method of inserting or extracting 
electrical power from the moving conductors would be to have brushes 
rubbing against the inner and outer edges of the aluminium rims.
We appreciated that if meaningful^ results were to be obtained there 
should be very little contact resistance between the brush gear and the 
moving aluminium.
We used the rig described in Part I of this thesis for testing 
several different types of brush material. Brush holders were made and 
these were mounted in pairs so that they rubbed against the outer edge of 
the aluminium. We then measured the contact resistance between each brush 
and the moving aluminium whilst maintaining the current density in the 
brushes at about that which we expected in the new experimental rig.
The task of selecting a suitable brush material was made easier because, 
as we only required a life of a few hours, the wearing properties of the 
brushes were relatively unimportant. As a result of these tests we 
selected a materisJ. known as LINK SM9162 which was manufactured by 
Morganite Carbon Limited. These silver graphite brushes were made from a 
sintered material which has a composition of 85$ silver and 13$ carbon.
The new apparatus, which is shown diagrammatically in fig. .'3 is a 
solid analogue of a flow coupler and consists of two large Tufnol discs 
each of which carries an annular tyre of aluminium. One of the discs is 
bolted securely to an axle whilst the other is mounted on bearings which 
run upon the axle. In this way the two wheels may be rotated at different 
speeds, The bearing block which carries the left hand wheel has a vee- 
bolt groove so that it may be rotated by an electric motor mounted above
electrically interconnected so that currents could flow from one disc to
other.
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In real sodium-filled devices large currents can be drawn from the 
moving sodium through copper electrodes brazed onto the duct walls.
In our experimental rig the only method of inserting or extracting 
electrical power from the moving conductors would be to have brushes 
rubbing against the inner and outer edges of the aluminium rims.
We appreciated that if meaningful^ results were to be obtained there 
should be very little contact resistance between the brush gear and the 
moving aluminium.
We used the rig described in fart I of this thesis for testing 
several different types of brush material. Brush holders were made and 
these were mounted in pairs so that they rubbed against the outer edge of 
the aluminium. We then measured the contact resistance between each brush 
and the moving aluminium whilst maintaining the current density in the 
brushes at about that which we expected in the new experimental rig.
The task of selecting a suitable brush material was made easier because, 
as we only required a life of a few hoxirs, the wearing properties of the 
brushes were relatively unimportant. As a result of these tests we 
selected a material known as LINK Sk9l62 which was manufactured by 
Morganite Carbon Limited. These silver graphite brushes were made from a 
sintered material which has a composition of Q^ fo silver and 15^ carbon.
The new apparatus, which is shown diagrammatically in fig. 33 is a 
solid analogue of a flow coupler and consists of two large Tufnol discs 
each of which carries an annular tyre of aluminium. One of the discs is 
bolted securely to an axle whilst the other is mounted on bearings which 
run upon the axle. In this way the two wheels may be rotated at different 
speeds. The bearing block which carries the left hand wheel has a vee- 
bolt groove so that it may be rotated by an electric motor mounted above
electrically interconnected 00 that currents could flow from one disc to
other.
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2nd wheel
A schematic diagram of the 2nd experimental 
apparatus.
figure 33.
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Connecting braid*.
\  P.VC Block.
AX' Silver graphite 
AX* ^ — brushes.
^ -----Moulded expoxy resin blocks.
Fig 34  An upper bruih block.
-------Compression springs.
F
Figure 35.
J
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P.V.C. B lo ck.
Silver graphite 
brushes.
Moulded expoxy resin blocks]
Compression springs.
the apparatus. The axle, to which the other wheel ia attached, is driven, 
through a gear box, by a variable speed electric motor.
The aluminium tyres, which have an outside diameter of 0.9m and an 
inside diameter of 0.82m, are each constructed from two pieces of metal 
glued either side of a thin Tufnol spacer, so that the complete rims have 
deep slots in their outer edges. The tyres are fixed to the adjacent faces 
of the two Tufnol discs which rotate so that the metal rims pass between 
the poles of an electromagnet. This magnet is watercooled and is powered 
by a 60 kw motor generator set. Brush gear has been made which can rub 
against the top and bottom faces of the aluminium in the magnetic field 
region. The brushes are arranged in four sets, each set containing 15 
separately mounted brushes. The two inner sets bear upon the inner faces 
of the aluminium tyres whilst the other two sets bear on the outer faces of 
the rims. Each of the 60 individual brushes has its own copper connecting 
braid so that they may be interconnected in many different ways. Each brush 
is held in contact with the moving metal by a compression spring,figure 34 
shows a Bketch of one brush block, whilst figure 35 is & photograph of a 
block in which one brush has been removed to show the copper connecting 
bi-aid and spring.
Each individual brush is made from a piece of silver graphite measuring 
20mm x 10mm x 3mm. The pieces of brush material were silver plated by
coating them with a compound, purchased from Melton Metallurgical Laboratory 
Limited, and heating them to a temperature of about 550°C. They were then 
Boldered onto pieces of copper braid 10mm wide and 1mm thick so that a 
good electrical contact could be made with the brush material. The pieces 
of silver graphite and the copper braids were then mounted on small 
shaped pieces of epoxy resin.
The brush blocks, which each contained 15 brushes, were manufactured 
from unplastiQized P.V.C. Tho individual brushes wl^ere spring loaded so
Potential
Potential
Potential
one
Computed curve.
Experimentally measured points.
FIG. 36 Showing how the potential difference between the edges of the metal was found 
to vary with azimuthal position for several values of magnetic Reynolds number 
In each case ttie magnetic field was OII5Wb/mx.
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that a constant force of about 30N kept them in good contact with the 
moving aluminium.
The components of this second rig were manufactured partly in the 
U.K.A.E.A. workshops at Risley and partly in the workshops of the 
Department of Engineering at the University of Warwick.
3.2 The Electric Potential.
The apparatus was assembled with one wheel rotating so that its rim 
passed through the centre of the magnet gap. Brush gear was installed 
between the poles of the magnet bo that brushes rubbed against the inner 
and outer edges of the aluminium rim. A digital voltmeter was used to 
measure the potential difference between pairs of brushes on opposite 
sides of the aluminium. Each piece of silver graphite was connected to a 
15 way switch so that by changing the position of this switch it was 
possible to find the potential differences between each of the pairs of 
brushes. In this way the voltage difference between the inner and outer 
edge of the rim was measured. The wheel was rotated at a chosen speed 
with the magnetic field set at some convenient value. Figure 36 shows 
how the potential difference between the edges of the conductor was found 
to vary in the azimuthal direction, for several values of magnetic Reynolds 
number.The continoue lines are computed curves based upon the theory 
presented in Chapter 3« Once again these curves were calculated for the 
case of a straight conductor passing through a field which is similar to 
the observed magnetic field.
Although the agreement between theory and experiment is not good it 
can be seen that the potential at the entrance to the field region is 
significantly reduced at high Rm • The theory overestimates the effect of 
the induced eddy currents upon the potential distribution within the 
conductor.
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5.3 The Magnetic Field Perturbation when Large Externally Applied
Electric Currents Flow,
In M.H.D. devices such as pump3 and generators large currents may 
circulate around an external circuit and through the M.H.D. duct.
It is important to know in what way, if any, these currents effect the 
perturbation of the magnetic field.
Experiments in which the current density in the external circuit was 
small, when compared with the eddy current circulating in the conductor, 
might not be very meaningful. Once again the apparatus was assembled 
with one wheel rotating so that its rim passed through the centre of the 
magnet gap. We passed currents through the moving rim whilst simultaneously 
measuring the magnetic field. The magnitude of the externally applied 
current was limited by the contact resistance between the brush gear and 
the moving conductor. This was measured and was initially found to be 
O .46 x 10-  ^ ohms. Later we found that although this resistance did not 
seem to depend upon the speed of rotation of the wheel it did depend upon 
the condition of the surface cf the aluminium. The resistance between the 
brushes and the wheel was generally found to be about 1 x 10 .
It was desirable that neither the metal rim nor the brush gear should 
get hot because a large thermal expansion would probably break the araldite 
bond which held the rim o^ i^o the rotating wheel and a high temperature in 
the brush gear would probably melt some of the soldered connections.
For these reasons we decided to limit the electrical power dissipation in 
the brush gear to about 350 watts. This dissipation would be produced by 
an externally applied current of about 600 amps.
If the magnetic field is considered to be solely in the y direction
we find, from curl B — /JJ , that jx =  -J_ A  .That is the— P ix
x-component of the current densi+y has a magnitude of order
the induced field
JX x length of the field region
In our earlier experiments the maximum observed magnetic field perturbation 
was about 0 .05Wi>/m for an initial field of 0.1v\h/m and of total length 
about 0.22 metres. Using these figures we find that the x-component of 
the current density was of order 1.8 x 1(r amps/m. An applied brush
current of 600 amps would give a current density in the aluminium of
5 2approximately 1.5* 10' amps/m. Using a current cf this size ensures that 
the applied current density is of the same order as the eddy current 
density.
A lead acid motor car battery, which had external links between each 
of the cells, was modified so that its cells were connected in parallel.
In this way we aquired a 2 volt battery which would give a current of 
about 600 amps when short circuited. The brush gear was installed in the 
magnet gap and the copper braids from each brush in the same block were 
connected together on a copper plate. Copper busbars connected the two 
plates, one inside the wheel and one out, to the battery, We also included, 
in the external circuit, a watercooled variable resi&tpr (0.5mQto 5*19m^ ) 
and a switch.
o J^L
The variable resist^ was in principal a brass U tube through which 
water flowed. Electrical connections were made to the ends of the two arms 
of this tube. A brass bridge slid up and down between these two arms 
effectively varying the length of the brass tubing in the electrical 
circuit.
When we first tried to pass large currents through the rim of the 
rotating wheel we discovered that, after a period of a few minutes, the 
contact resistance would suddenly rise to an unacceptable value as the 
surface became very rough. The instant before this happened we had 
observed arcing taking place between the brush gear and the metal.
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It appeared that when the wheel first started to rotate the applied 
current was well distributed between the brushes. As soon as an arc 
formed between the metal and a brush the local contact resistance fell 
dramatically so that a very large current Eowed into one small area of 
the aluminium. This caused local melting and oxidation which rapidly 
destroyed the polished surface of the rim. One way of overcoming this 
problem would have been to have electronically controlled the current 
taken through each brush. Because building an electronic control would 
have been timo consuming and expensive we decided to try to prevent arcs 
forming.
We thought that if the brushes could be kept in contact with the 
aluminium there could be no arcing. We tried several commercially 
available lubricants which were designed to decrease the resistance 
between sliding contacts. Using these we found that we could run the 
apparatus for longer periods of time. These lubricants were very expensive. 
One of our technicians informed us that a mixture of 3 in 1 oil and 
parafin had in the past been used to suppress noise in carbon track 
variable resisterà. On his suggestion we tried lubricating the aluminium 
rim with this mixture. This produced a great improvement so that it was 
possible to run the experiment for about 20 minutes continuously.
One then had to stop and repolish the aluminium rim. Arcs are only 
established when a brush carrying an electric current ceases to make 
contact with the metal. It appears that when the rim was covered with oil 
and parkin the arcing was suppressed because when a brush left the 
surface of the aluminium a thin layer of oil insulated the bare metal.
This prevented currents being drawn from the surface of the metal and thus 
prevented arcing. Currents could only flow when the brush gear made good 
contact with the surface of the moving conductor. It seems paradoxical 
that in thiB way covering the metal with an insulating film ultimately
decreased the contact resistance.
With the brush gear in place it was difficult to measure the magnetic 
field in the slot between the two halves of the metal rim. One of the 
brushes had to be removed and the Hall probe was then threaded through the 
brush block until the sensitive tip of the probe projected into the slot.
In order to change the azimuthal position of this probe it was necessary to 
completely dismantle the brush gear and then to replace the probe in a 
different brush hole. For this reason we have compared field profiles 
constructed from measurements taken with the Hall probe in the slot 
(position A in figure 37) with those field 
profiles constructed from measurements 
taken when the Hall probe was at the 
side of the aluminium rira (position B in 
figure 37)« These measurements were 
made with several different values of 
magnetic Reynolds numbers but without the 
brush gear in place. No current entered 
or left the moving conductor. It was found that the field in position A 
was the same as the field in position B. He then assembled the brush gear 
and passed large currents through the metal rim whilst the wheel rotated.
By inserting the probe, in 3 different azimuthal positions, into the slot 
in the centre of the rim we checked that the field at the centre (position 
A) was the same as the field at the edge (position B). From that time on, 
whenever the brush gear was in place, field measurements were made with the 
Hall probe at the edge of the aluminium (position B),
In M.H.D. pumps and generators the external circuits in the duct region 
are usually arranged so that the devices operate in a compensated mode, 
that is to say the currents in the external circuit produce a magnetic 
field parallel to the direction of the fluid flow and are thus incapable of 
modifying the transverse magnetic field. In a similar way the currents
Fig. 37.
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which circulate between the two channela of a flow coupler produce a field 
which is parallel to the direction of fluid flow and thua do not modify 
the transverse field. Two experiments were therefore performed. In the 
first the external circuit was connected to the brush gear so that the 
apparatus represented an uncompensated device and in the second the 
external circuit resembled that of a compensated device. The arrangement 
of the conductors is shown in figure 38
Compensated 
I —
silver graphite 
brushes.
The Hall probe was placed at a known position along the side of the 
aluminium rim. The field was then measured whilst no current flowed from 
the battery and the wheel was stationary. This field was chon recorded as 
the applied magnetic field. A large current, typically 500 amps, was then 
passed through the metal rim and the magnetic field was once again 
recorded. The wheel was then rotated and the field was measured at several 
chosen values of magnetic Reynolds number. The externally applied current 
was carefully maintained at the chosen value. This procedure was repeated 
many times with the Hall probe at a succession of places in the magnetic 
field region. Field profiles were constructed which showed how the 
transverse magnetic field varied in the azimuthal and the radial direction. 
Figure 39 showo how the initial and the ccnvected field was found to vary 
in the azimuthal direction for an uncompensated device when there was no
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Magnetic 
field (vvt/rvi)
z*-008m  l'O  Azimuthal position
Magnetic field when the applied current is zero. 
Magnetic field when the applied current is SOOamps.
FIG 39. Showing the azimuthal distribution of the magnetic field when f^-O and 13-5 
and when the applied current is zero and 500amps (upper) and the radial 
distribution of the field at two azimuthal position» when F ,^»13'5 and the 
applied current is zero and SOOamps (lower).

brush current, and when the brush current was 500 amps. The magnetic 
Reynolds number was 13.5. In this case, as in other similar cases which 
we examined, the induced field which occurred when there was no brush 
current seemed to be very similar to the induced field which occurred 
when a current of 500 amps was passed through ihe moving conductor.
This could have been because the initial magnetic field profile was only 
slightly distorted by a current of this size flowing through the circuit.
The apparatus was rebuilt to resemble a compensated device and the 
experiment was then repeated. It was found that the magnetic field in 
the compensated device was the same as the field which occurred when the 
current was confined within the moving conductor and that it did not depend 
upon the magnitude of the externally applied current. Figure 40 shows the 
initial field profile and the converted field profiles which occurred when 
no current flowed through the external circuit. Superimposed upon the 
convected field profile are the measured values of the field which occurred 
when a current of 400 amps flowed through the external circuit and through 
the aluminium. Also shown upon this diagram are field profiles which show 
the variation of the transverse magnetic field in the radial direction 
with an without the applied current of 400 amps. It is evident that when 
a device operates in a compensated mode the external currents are incapable 
of modifying the transverse magnetic field and that the induced component 
of the transverse field is the same as that which would occur if no current 
entered or left the moving conductor.
5.4 The Electrical Output of a Simple Generator.
Until this time the single wheel apparatus had been operating as a
kind of M.H.D. pump. Unfortunately a current of 500 amps in a magnetic 
2
field of about 0.1>h/m would produce only a small force in the conductor. 
Typically the interaction between a current of this size and the magnetic 
field would produce a force in the metal rim about A,th of that required
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to overcome the friction between the brush gear and the moving conductor. 
When operating an M.H.D. pi inn one would normally apply a known voltage to 
the terminals of the device. The current drawn would depend upon the 
velocity of the fluid travelling through the pump, so that its apparent 
electrical resistance would depend upon the throughput. In our apparatus 
most of the voltage drop occurred across the brush goar; thi3 would have 
made it difficult to measure any small changes in the apparent resistance 
of the moving aluminium. For these reasons we did not attempt to study in 
detail the performance of this device when it was operating as a pump.
We have investigated the performance of a simple M.H.D. generator by 
connecting the brush gear to a resistance which is large compared to the 
contact resistance between the brushes and the aluminium rim. Any change 
in the contact resistance between the brushes and the moving conductor are 
then small in comparison with the total resistance in the external circuit. 
During this experiment the apparatus was operated in a compensated mode with 
the brushes connected to a resister of 0.108ft . Figure 41 shows how the 
output of this generator was found to vary with magnetic Reynolds number.
The scattered points are the accumulated results of 5 different experiments 
and the dotted curve is a curve calculated from a theory presented in 
Chapter 6. The straight line indicates the way in which the output would 
vary if it were possible to ignore high magnetic Reynolds number effects. 
Because of the high frictional losses in the Bystem we have not attempted 
to investigate the efficiency of this apparatus as a pump.
5.5 The Magnetic Field Perturbation When Two Conductors rove with 
Different Velocities Through a Common Magnetic Field.
The apparatus was now reassembled with two wheels rotating so that 
their rims passed between the poles of an electromagnet. The brush gear 
was not installed because we had already shown that the field perturbation 
in a compensated device, such as a flow coupler, does not depend upon the
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current which flows through the stationary external circuit. The magnetic 
field was measured, at a succession of different places, with the Hall 
probe located in the slots of the moving metal rims.
Many field profiles were constructed which showed how the field in 
each wheel depended upon the speed of that wheel and upon the speed of its 
neighbour. These results are summarized in figure 4?-. This figure shows 
how the magnetic field at the centre of the rim of the right hand wheel 
varied in the azimuthal direction, for several values of Ri;, when the 
left hand wheel was first stationary and then moving very quickly. It can 
be seen that the change in field in this wheel which occurs when the 
magnetic Reynolds number in the rim of the left hand wheel is changed from 
zero to 19 is only of the order of 6?o. Figure 42 also includes a sketch 
which shows the arrangement of the conductors within the magnet gap. 
Unfortunately we have been unable to investigate the way in which the 
modification of the magnetic field in one conductor due to the motion of 
its neighbour, depends upon the separation of the two conductors.
The results we have presented suggest that it is unlikely that this 
modification is very great. In Chapter 7i which is the theoretical work 
concerning flow couplers, we therefore assume that the field in one channel 
of the flow coupler is not affected by the motion of its neighbour.
Chc.pt or 6.
M.H.T). Pumps and Generators
In this chapter we consider, in a two dimensional way, devices in 
which a conductor moves in the z-direction through a transverse magnetic 
field. This field is considered to be uniform in the y-direction. 
Currents may enter find leave through electrodes which are in contact 
with the moving metal at x = t ÔL .
In 6.1 we calculate the potential at the surface of a moving conductor 
when the applied magnetic field, which is uniform in the electrode region, 
drops abruptly to zero at the ends of the electrodes. In 6.2 we calculate 
this potential for cases in which the applied magnetic field does not 
change abruptly at the ends of the device. Vie use this information in 
section 6.3 to calculate the electric current which flows through an 
external circuit connected between the two electrodes. We compare the 
computed output current of a simple generator with the experimentally 
measured current. Finally we attempt to calculate the efficiency of an 
M.1I.D. pump which is similar to that described by D.A. Watt^ ° ^. We then 
compare our results with those of Watt.
6.1 The Potential at the Electrodes of a Device in which the Applied 
Magnetic Field ends abruptly at ++ T ✓. rJU UU Li n n r t 1UULJJLm mr bMa T T T T JUUULr a n j
FIG . 43.
We consider devices in which the 
electrodes are segmentèd or have a 
high resistance to currents flowing 
in the z-direction. Electrodes such 
as this might consist of a solid piece 
of metal in which thin slots have been 
cut. The free ends of the electrodes 
are maintained at potentials of t volts 
and the faces of the electrodes which
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are in contact with the moving conductor at x=± a will be at a potential 
Ut where lb, iB an unknown function of z. The current flowing in the 
moving conductor can be regarded as the sum of an applied current , 
which circulates through the duct oud the external circuit, and an 
induced current j; which arises because of the motion of the conductor 
through a magnetic field, that is j  - ja + ji • If the electrodes are 
arranged so that the device operates in a compensated mode the applied 
current produces a magnetic field in the z-direction and cannot modify 
the transverse magnetic field except at the ends of the device. Figure 44 
is a sketch which represents a compensated device. The applied current Ia
flowB upwards through the M.H.D. 
duct and downwards through the return 
conductors. Applying Ampere's Law to 
the circuit A.B.C.D. we find that the 
contribution to transverse field at
the ends of the electrode region is
_ . M la
01 order 2 x length of electrodes
Y/e consider here only those cases in 
which this contribution to the transverse field is small in comparison to 
the applied field, that is Ia < 4-Bx 1 where B., is the applied magnetic 
field, 1 is the half length of the electrodes and }i is the permeability of 
the moving conductor.
and J-»- ~ J ju  Jx! jx = —1
Mu -  MA
A* 1 Jy Jx '
1 \k. 1 1- l?
/* *1
(61)
Inside a compensated device the applied current can only produce 
fields in the z-direction so that By and therefore Sfly. does not depend
Ji
upon jXj , The induced currents do not in general produce z-wise fields in 
the moving conductor so that Bt and hence ^  do not depend upon .
•V
We therefore conclude that in Equation (61)
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(62)
JA* , _L « x
and 'jx; = - I i£y
A1 Ji
(65)
Our experimental observations confirm that the induced component of 
the magnetic fi«\Ld i3 indépendant of the applied current.
Vie consider cases in which tho electrodes are much longer in the 
z-direction than the duct is wide, in the x-direction. We then ignore 
the fringing of the applied current distribution at the ends of the device 
and assume that the distribution of the applied current within the moving 
conductor is the Bame as that in the electrodes.
From the Ohm's law equation we find that the current density in the 
electrodes is given by •= E*. , where O', is the conductivity of the
electrode material.
Then j *  *  jx ,  -  U
_ - CT'j ( Vc - Uj) —  I ,
d ** (65)
Where UA is the potential at the- surface of the moving conductor and is a 
function of z, and d is a length associated with the electrode.
The Ohms law equation for the moving conductor is
J_ =  g + vx 6 y
the x component of which iss-
jx = Ex - Vi By, where o'* is the conductivity of the (66)
7^ moving metal.
Then - cry ( /. - tu) _  J_ _ àu - v, 81 > (67)
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where By is the sum of the applied transverse magnetic field Ba and the 
induced transverse magnetic field B;.
V.Te have shown in Chapter 3 that the induced magnetic field in a 
conductor which moves through an abruptly ending magnetic field may be 
considered in three regions of space and that the induced magnetic field, 
which is indépendant of the applied current, is
We here consider devices in which the electrodes extend from 2.= -i to 
z = +-1 and we rewrite Equation (67) in the form
1) *!<>,»
We require that U ■ 0 at x - 0 and we therefore choose the constant to be zero.
^  (-B„e ' l ' 1 + C„ ) cos nffa. when - 1 < z <■ + 1  ^
2.1
where  ^Vj ; A„ , Cn^ ^D„ are given in Equations
(23),(24),(19),(20),(21) and (22) respectively.
(68)
=  -  tfU -  y» Bj - v2\(8„ e '"x<- 6- cos nlrjc 
la
A s- »■> V £ - - •
By collecting terms and writing as we find that
H a. =  0^  (Vc - +- J_ \ (-crfj.8,, e”'1-«’, Cn nJ!£ i UH -
J*- 0^ u
 - ~ i  "z  <*\ e*1’ ) cos .rx -
) ■ «« i| JUC^
Integrating w.r.t. x we have
U = gg (Va-üQ -  J _  Uw'j.8 ,  £ ce,
ci r^ri /
C, ) J?a ¿n rjby — >?», 60 -x + const (6*)) 
>AO'm dhit lit
At x ■> a D « U4 and Equation (69) becomes
UL = ov (Vj-UaVa -  • \ (-g, 6« e*'z + »<1 Cn -?a ¿.n nfr - ft,« 60 ,
^  d ) ^ j  nV x
We substitute for B„ and Cn using Equations (20),(21), and (261, to be 
found on Chapter *>, and we then find
Ua = K - Ua) a -  Pm Rm 3a\ (Vi e*'1* *- _ (?« fiu ,
0;, d > 1^  [_ n*rr4(iC+ /tor«
-
We have shown in Equation (43) of Chapter 3 that the potential within a
(70)
moving conductor which has no electrodes is
U = -\ri8-, a x - s 7 {-•) (^i e - v,-c *■ ') 11^I ---  ia whew -  i  z  ^  .
At x « a this equation may be written in the form.
Ua = - Cv>&. - 80 v, .
^cr« ’/<«, / w'n* (fti
In the present case currents cannot flow in the z-direction within 
the electrodes so that if the electrodes are not connected to a load the 
potential along the surface at x = *•> will be the same as that at the 
surface of an electrodeless moving conductor. We see by comparing the 
above expression with Equation(70)that we may express Ua in the form
Uj — (^o-Ua).a + oreJ Cl At U if POTlrosiT</Ai-
°w d -
or
-1
Ua (» + o> . ) =. crc sj0 a t- Ofc'J Circuit ¡VfC.d'TiAi.
cr« d 0',. * -
If we consider the resistance of the moving conductor to the flow of 
current in the x direction, then, ignoring the fringing effects at the ends 
of the device, the resistance Rd between x - 0 and x - a is ; -
Rj .= J_ d_ where t is the thickness of 
the duct in the y-direction.
The resistance of the electrode (Rf) is
1 d and bo Rj - cn6 . <1 .
®* -*lt Rc a
E<iuai i (71) now becomes
R+.'Jo + 
Re
’c»i CKtcutT PorcolTiAe
or Ua = Rj . +■ R< o p t i d  C u ic u iT  p e l  u 'I 'T M i- V hen fti
is large compared with Hjythe potential at the surface of the moving 
conductor, Ua , is effectively the open circuit potential.
6.2 The Potential at the Electrodes of a Device in which the Applied 
Magnetic Field is Uniform in the Electrode Region but in which the Field does 
not end Abruptly.
We consider the initial magnetic field to be composed of p abrupt 
fields, each of magnitude and of length Lf so that the total applied
P
field (Ba) - Btl t Blx + ..... .
We let the electrodes extend from z ■ -i to z - 1 ^ in a region in which 
the total applied magnetic field is uniform. The induced magnetic field 
due to each element is
Bi, « \  (J8„ e*"1 + Cn e MiX) ecs njv*r /
h • • -
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/wKere B,, =  -  B 0 . R ,n 4  ( - i ) t  e.
nti i
P nir(ft*  + n*ir1) i
and C-n =. &  . Rm 4 ( - i ) T g 1 f
p + n^TT1)^
Bi Ac. r A  -_4 (-1) T 1 (e«^-L' K  e ^ L')) 
r / ntr f^?mA 4- ^  5a
T> = 1,1,». • • -
Once again we find from the Ohm's law equation that Jx =Ex~ViB^
0\
= -ov(Vo- U‘0  - 1
d A' Ji
- CTf (V0 - Ua l - _ L  ^r. =
o\n d cr** ¿2.
Substituting for B^ arid and collecting terras we find
<U
~m a /JCm f
) -Jt (-•)"■? ( - e (*-*?))■4 ’ ¿a
—  ~ <Ly ~ ^  S o »
Jx
Because = — ;yx anci <v, -  = -  <v,
a a
(72)
wc rearrange Equation (72) and integrate with w.r.t x and find that
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where B, IttiB o . R ,„  4  ( - i ) t  e , 
P » ^ (R n + n 1ir1)*
and c. - „  . v-rtH tixLfRm 4  (-l)* e
or
^R»4 +-nln^Ji 2a
Ti c 1)1,** ♦ • -
Once again we find from the Ohm's law equation that jx =E».-ViBy
0\
and = - Q'j ( Vo - tl,t ) _  J_ iSy_
d P iz
oo that - Jy - dj) _ J _  =  Ex -viB^ where B; =- B 4 + E>i
on, d h
Substituting for By and and collecting terms we find
r)i
d /Jf, p
] - ±  (-')x( «xli+ir) \- e
p
—  - <RJ — Rt, B0 t
Jx
(72)
Because v, - = —  ;vx and v, -  C* = -  <v,
a a
we rearrange Equation (72) and integrate with w.r.t x and find that
toSnju
¿a
7 8
— (Vs -  ) •x + ik . Rr* \\  ~ V (~ •) i  ( £ ___+r<, ki ^ *^) l j  S,ti ilfrx — PjrififX
<* d /M^¡L *,r (Ai +Tpnt)'i
r" r
nlr ¿a ^«v, a
•t c o n s t , .  _ (73)
We require that U > 0 at 1 « 0 so that the constant in Equation (73) is 
zero, Then at x » a U » UA and
Ua = £ * ( /> -Uj)a + jk . C.AV-Jl 1-1 ) * (~°<i.g ilT1 „I]
d r W i . u  nir *
«Ti — RmEa 
I OX
which is:*
«'¿W o-Ua)j -  RmBo 1 a- 1 \\ 8a [
«£ c1 y-tcv p /¿n‘ *‘/ n *■>,!>.
r - r-
a  -  u-, e ) (74)
The electrical resistance of the electrode to currents entering the
duct is R£ = JL • J _  the resistance of the duct from x - 0 to x - a
°i ait
is Rj ° 1 _a_ so that Rj - cr- , _a_ ,
o'* 2 it Rt d
Then Ua( l + Ri') = Rj_ Vo -  Rm g, 
K£ R.-
I t -\\ Sa_[<1e"U'Lf'>-'y
?/.4 u nl + v n i
ivi_e
)‘4
<*x(tiis)'
or Ua « Ra . v4 
R* +• Rj
- Ri Rm 8 c
Rc- ♦ R* M °k
I a- 1 \\ 2a_ (u, e (75)
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We have previously shown that <= - Q)(v^ -U.-i),that is
=  ~ °t +■ &Ì Rd Vc “ Q> R; i?» -i\.
d d(Rd + ««)
+• J. ; ) l£_ l1* ^  - «(> è __
//"lirl (R*4 + ¿21« >»).'• 
f>»'-r
(76.)
Integrating over the length of the electrode and writing —  _iL.
0* i t t
we find that
-VC - Rm_Bo . J _  
(Rd+Rf) /JO'n,
I +■J_\\ at r?(e'"'v!-
//V7rA— ------------- — ---1 ^
(Rw m * * 4)4« . t. c V '
(7/
If the two electrodes of the device are connected to a load resistor
of value 2RU the device acts as a generator. The voltage across this
resistor will be 2Vo so that 2Vo -2RL or Vo = R J *  . Substituting into
lx
Equation (76) and writing Rj + Rc +• RL a. Re. where R c is the total 
resistance in the circuit we find that
= ~~ 2. R,n Bo '■«I
ool ? ,^,11-lf) g*l K * • » .ih lf)  _<NX|(-V ))Ì[e -  e )
Rc. />®v 2 l f [ /_ n1 Tr1
(78)
p .i •f
We have used Equation (78) to calculate the current which one would
expect when a resistor of O.IOSitwas connected as a load resistor to a 
simple generator which had an applied magnetic field similar to the 
measured field in our apparatus. In figure 41 we contrast the calculated 
current with the observed current. There is reasonable- agreement between 
experiment and theory when Em is less than about 12 or 15; when Rm is 
higher than this the theory underestimates the output of the device.
Equation 77 way also be used to study the behaviour of an M.II.D. pump 
in which there is slug flow. When operating a pump we apply a known 
voltage to the electrodes, the current drawn depends upon the velocity of 
the fluid in the duct and upon the magnetic field. If we represent the 
whole pump as a resistor, which has a value of 2Rp, then Rp will depend 
upon Rm. An applied current in the positive x-direction in the presence 
of the applied magnetic field in the y-direction, produces a force in the 
fluid in the z-direction. We consider devices in which the potential at 
the centre of the duct (x = 0) is zero. To obtain a current in the 
positive x-aircction it is necessary to apply a negative voltage to the 
electrode which touches the moving metal at x - a. Therefore for an M.H.D. 
p’unp we write Vo ■* - IJ3p . Equation 77 now becomes
Ijt = I.J. Rp — Rir. Pc . * I + _!_
(Rd + fc)
e — t- g ~e h  (79)
p»>- p
Rearranging Equation (79) we find
Rp — J_. Rm 3j I + J_
f
■♦-I'd. + Rs. (so ).
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It is evident that we may represent a pump as a device whose total 
resistance is composed of thrse parts, that is:- Rp ^ Rj„ +- + RE where
Fj is the resistance of the stationary liquid, R^* i3 an extra resistance 
caused by the motion of the liquid through the magnetic field and R£ is the 
resistance ol the electrode. The apparent resistance of the liquid in the 
duct is then Rafp where
RaPl- -  J_ . .Bn-§£.
i*
n-• r
I + i n
nr L "ilf*
IjL'oli
1 +-Rd (81)
(Rm + n*<r^
In real devices the total current supplied to the electrodes (lT) is 
divided into two parts, part flows through the fluid in the duct (lx) 
whilst part (lw ) flows through the duct wall. It is easily shown that
I* -  Rw . I T and. Iw = _ , I T .
(Rapp+Rw) (Ra,y+ftw)
As the fluid in the pump increases its velocity Rapp increases so that a
greater proportion of the total current flows through the duct wall.
D.A. Watt has performed detailed tests upon a large M.H.D. mercury 
pomp. The pump consisted of a stainless steel duct having internal 
dimensions of 0.152 metres in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic 
field and 0.0151 metres in the direction of the field. The duct had copper 
electrodos, attached to the thin edges, which extended for a distance of 
0.356 metres in the flow direction. The pump was compensated by passing 
the return conductors along each Bide of the duct. Figure 45 shows how the 
transverse magnetic field was found to vary in the direction of the flow. 
Flow rates of up to about 100 gallons per minute were achieved using this 
pump. Yiatt measured the resistance (2Rw) of the stainless steel duct when 
it was empty and found that it wa3 2,37 x 10 <Vl. The resistance when 
filled with stationary mercury was found to he 19«5 x 10 jTC. From these 
two measurements we calculate that the resistance of the stationary mercury 
(2Rd) was 0.21 x 10~4.il.
03
We have calculated the theoretical efficiency of this pump by 
assuming that the liquid in the duct moves with slug flow. Vie also 
assume that the resistance of the electrodes to currents flowing in the 
x-direction was negligible when compared with the resistance of the duct 
and the liquid it contained. One half of the total resistance of the 
pump is then lip where R P « R . The total power supplied to the
 ^ (R'V + Rvf)
pump is IT -1RP . There are three different mechanisms which cause losses 
in the pump. Part of the total current flows uselessly through the duct 
walls and causes ohmic heating; this we call the wall loss. The induced 
currents and the applied current within the moving conductor cause ohmic 
heating, which we call the duct loss. There is also a hydraulic loss 
because power is required to overcome the viscous forces in the liquid 
within the pump, We calculate the efficiency of this device by evaluating 
each of these losses. The useful power available for pumping mercury is 
then the total input power minus the power losses. The percentage 
efficiency we define as useful power output x 100.
total power input
Watt performed water tests upon the pump channel. He U3ed the results 
of these tests to calculate the pressure drop which would occur if 
mercury instead of water was made to flow through the duct. We use this 
calculated pressure drop to evaluate the hydraulic loss in the duct.
We use Equation (81) to calculate the apparent resistance of the 
mercury in the duct. Watt presents graphs which show how the efficiency 
of the pump depends upon the flow rate when to total current through
the pump is maintained at any one of several chosen values. In these
2
tests the magnetic field was 0.88 /m .
We use the expression I* = Rw IT to rewrite Equation (81)
(R.if/* +■ Rw)
in terms of the total current.
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Then Rapp
+ (82)
Rearranging Equation (82) we find
■= Rdm t Rd where Rdm = _L. 1 +• 1 V\ 8.i
1 — Ro'm ly 
ß .
Iff// J
The total resistance of the pump is then given by the expression 
2
R, — Rw Rafit
*■ ’f)
and the total power input to 
the pump is then I* 2 ,
Iw = J L w ___
(,ß*j *■ Rxt)
The current which flows through the duct wall is given by
f and the power dissipated in
the walls is given by the expression -2 1^ R^. The applied current flowing 
through the duct (lx) is IT - Ij,
The ohmic heating within the moving conductor is caused by a current 
density which is the sum of the applied current density and the induced 
current density. This power loss is given bys-
l ,
j ji If we assume that these
currents flow solely in the
P =
x-z plane and that their
distribution does not vary in the y-dircction then 
f'"*
(j* * jr ) oUdt . (83)P = 2t 
OV
;
The z-component of the current density may he found from the 
equation curl B-^j and in jz , and the x component of the
current density is the sum of the x-component of the induced current 
density and the applied current density j^. Thus j.^  — .
V;e rewrite Equation (76) in the form
- v .  Oi R e — R,- Rmf>„ . \\ _ I <*.I**W)1 +_L)\ 8a K e  - < x , e  )
cJL (He- + Rd) cl (Pg + Rd) /IC'm
substitute Vo =
?*'- p
-lx and R ,= J_ . into this equation we find
°4
that
!>■ R f^f
¿IKfe + R-)
I . Pm B,?
r «*.(*•-**) -r( 2-*n).±Y\ S± K &  - v ,e * ____ l (84)
We now assume that the resistance of the electrode Rg is small so 
that the x-component of the current density is
ji ~  jxj + jxi - - Rrt fid
^ItRoL y.07n
I + s / pint,),81 —  <y,e
+ n it ^) i Ji
The integral in Equation (83) was 
calculated using a digital computer. The computer calculated the 
induced magnetic field 6i at 1111 places in a solid moving conductor, and 
then evaluates the integral hy calculating jx and J2 in the many small 
elements within the moving metal.
Table 1 shows computed values of the apparent resistance of the duct 
the apparent resistance of the pump 2Rp, the total input power, 
the wall loss, the duct loss, and the hydraulic loss. Figure 45 shows how 
the computed efficiency compares with Viatt's Experimentally measured efficiency.
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Chapter 7«
hart III
Flow Couplers.
In this chapter we calculate the officioncy of several flow couplers 
wh<ch are similar in design to that suggested by Davidson and Thatcher/"1) 
Each flow coupler consists of two identical ducts placed side by side in 
the gap of a magnet so that the field, which is in the y-direction, passes 
through both ducts.
The liquid metal inside the ducts 
is considered to flow in the 
z-direction. The two streams of 
liquid are connected electrically 
by segmented electrodes which make 
contact with the tops and bottoms 
of the channels at x = ± a in the 
region - l < z < + t . jn this region 
the applied magnetic field is considered 
to be uniform.
F I G . 47.
The motion of the liquid through the field produces a voltage between 
the top and bottom of the ducts. The fluid in one channel moves faster 
than the fluid in its neighbour so that this channel acts as a generator 
whilst its neighbour becomes a pump. In our calculations we have considered 
the left hand channel to be a generator through which tho liquid moves at 
a known and constant velocity. This generator drives a current through the 
liquid in the neighbouring duct. This liquid then moves at a slower 
velocity.
The current which circulates between the two channels also modifies 
the eddy current distribution within the moving liquids so that the ohmic 
power dissipation increases in one duct and decreases in the other.
Ohmic heating also occurs in the electrodes and in the side walls of the 
ducts. There is also a hydraulic loss in each duct. In this chapter we
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calculate the power which is transferred from one channel to the other
and the losses in the system. The useful hydraulic power output from
the pump is equal to the electrical power transferred from the generator
to the pump minus the losses in the electrodes and in the pump channel.
The hydraulic power input to the system is equal to the electrical power
transferred from the generator to the pump plus the losses in the
generator channel. The percentage efficiency is l:0.w.e.r xpower input
In our experiments we observed that when two conductors move with 
dissimilar speeds through a magnetic field the motion of one conductor 
does not seriously affect the magnetic field in its neighbour. We now 
therefore assume that the field in each channel is the same field which 
would occur if each stream moved individually through the magnet gap and 
that each field is solely in the y-direction.
We consider electrodes, of conductivity , which have an effective 
length in the y-direction of <1 and have a thickness of tf in the 
x-direction. We then calculate the power transferred from one channel to 
the other by finding, for each duct the potential at x ■ + a, which is a 
function z.
In order to find UaL , the potential at x a in the left hand, 
channel, we consider the x-component of the current density inside each 
duct to be the sum of the applied current density ( jia ) and the induced 
current density ( ). In order that we may ignore the fringing of the
applied current at the ends of the device we consider only those cases in 
which the electrodes are long in the z-direction when compared with the 
height of the duot in the x-direction (i.e., ¿ » a ) .
Using the Ohm's law equation we find the current density in the
electrode to be + o-* ( U.n- Ui.t). This current will produce a contribution
d.
to the x component of the current density in the duct of ( Uj., ~ lU*) -ti
d-
, where t,„ is the thickness of tho duct. If the duct has vertical walls
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left hand channel will now bo
Jxi - ~ °« (U a« ~ Uu-) •
ol <1 tin
From K'axwell1 s equation curl B * pj we find that jx. , the x-component
of the induced current density, is given by i.. =  -1 ift,
J ‘
The total current density inside the left hand moving conductor is,
j.x. “ jxa + jx; - +CV (Uj^-Ujt.) ts +<i(yi..w - 1  , (35)
d t» <1 t«, p ¿2-
where is the field in the left hand channel. The current density in the 
right hand conductor is
j*. = jx3 + jx; = +cr£ ( -  U3-) U  + o^Uj».k/ - 1 ,
tm a tm /J Ji
where Br, is the field in the right hand channel.
We have previously shown that the induced field caused by the motion 
of a solid conductor through an abruptly ending field of length L may be 
represented by the equation.
— \ (Bl. i? +• C L„ 6 1 ) cos when
1 , .
where B^ , and Cu are given in Equations (20) and (2l), We now assume that 
the flow coupler has slug flow in each of the ducts and we consider the 
initial non abrupt or fringed magnetic field to be composed of p abrupt
fields of magnitude superimposed upon each other. Then the total
P
magnetic field in the electrode region of the left hand duct is:
Using the Ohm''s law equation j = e + vx ß together with
Equations (85) and (86) we find
O'
that
(u*,. ~ u.i,-) t£ H O'* tlau W - i A  = - A - 0*«''I* 8 l? (87)
d tw A Z4 Jot
And 0^ (•Jaa. - Uju) + Uja rj _ » A  - - c;,^Ja -O'nt Vfe ßA , (88)
d A h*\ z4 ¿X
where Uu is the potential at a general point within the left hand duct and 
'1.x. is the velocity of the conductor in the left hand duct. U< is the 
potential at a point in the right hand duct, is the velocity in the 
right hand duct.
Substituting for BL and Be and integrating w.r.t. x we find
Llu — O f ( l l j f  -  U 3l_ ) tc x  -  . vJ . oc — fhtx X
Of« t** o1”m a t** Y' ¿j»\ a
¿iu| U a —- CT ) h . .x. — vj . ,x • ^  X-
CTVv  ^ ...  cr„ T  U /«. J
The constants in Equations (89) and (90)
require the potential at x » 0 to be zero. The potential at x * a in the 
left hand duct is IJJ( bo that we may rewrite Equation (89) in the form:
— I \ ' +■ t - L f ^  C J 2 l  Sin 1JÄ.
Titr l a
+ CcmitW-> (89) 
- _l \' (/V ^ ¿in njx
M«, «0- aa 
+ coiuCautr, (9^)/I» «P. 1 p
must be zero because we
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IU al(* f • if • l  + - i) =  ££ a  - RiB;. - 1 ^ 4  * > e V c ^ . e  * )2a il*«-«lir
o\ t*  oL ov U f t  t»  d  ltcrm / W /  n>' -1
^  IL - ------- (91)¿•••iS.s
P*' i>
The resistance ( ßA ) of a duct betwenn x » 0 and x «* a to a current
flowing in the x-direction is given approximately by Rd
o*2 it*
and
the resistance (Rw ) of a duct wall between x » 0 and x = a is approximately
j__ Then Rq. = Qjj. w . The resistance of an electrode ( R* ) is 2. d-
cr* «** °'c 2it;
We now find that Rj = OfcU.a . Equation (91) now becomes,
Re cq, bm ci
UJL( I t & + Rj,) = R dlU  -  (U , -  _ L V \(8 ^ ^ d V'V  ¿¡nQiT.
Rr. P,i Rc yucd /‘^ // 71 * 1
Z«*|'A»p
One usually chooses a wall material such that Ra «  I . Then from the 
above equation we have
U,L = Ru . uJt - J k _  • RJk -  A__ ■ - L \ ) ( V ^ cVI+ (V . O ^ 6,‘0!r r'
(fte+fti) (Re blV) (Ri -b ßa) /JC51n// 1,1
----------  (92)
F'1- f
In a similar way we may find
Ujf — Rj. . 1-laL Re 8 , 8» -  Re 1 ^2a &;H (L  ^ .
(Re bR*) (Ce b Ri^ (Ri +• iU) (93)
r-1 c
Solving equations (92) and (93) and substituting the appropriate values
for B lf » Bfe , c Lf> and C*f (Equations (20),
(21) and (26)) we find
K - ■ - Ri R e 8.\Y 8 ( *1
•X.U-lf) -V; 1Z1E, ) 1e - v, t j
(f.E bi«i) yoM P // («-, -«-A.)
Rf + ßd Re . ß  ^n 0 i /iìji + Re(fcbRa)), N
(ft bjid) fi r ' (/®*-A) Z'6« (Re * ¿a*)
and UJL= - Re . R* s.V  ® (/L.^  ..-/Lis_____/
(Re 1-ltd) /JiTin p ¡,<1 -f'*-)
- Rib Cl ,. Re . a.V" 8 («xe*«.n-w) . .MUi-dM-<<■ 1 -. Bj 1 jWi r (JjL>i. (95)
(Ke Pfa) f /Llbli1 l-A -•-'0 A“7- (R- 1 2 Rii 1 of theWe then find that the potential difference (£V,i) between the "tops"
9 2
equation PT
+i
UJl j s kc da.
If we consider the currents in the walls of the duct as flowing 
solely in the x-direction then the power dissipated in an element of 
length dz of a wall of the left hand duct is 2 (uJL)*qww dj and
the total dissipation in this wall (PlK/)
a
is 2 cry vV (U au)
We expect most of the power dissipation in the wall to occur in the 
electrode region where the magnetic field is greatest. In our 
calculations we have therefore integrated from z m - t to z « +i and not 
from z » -o»to z * + ^ >. This greatly simplifies the computer program 
necessary to evaluate this integral and is equivalent to computing 
the wall loss in a device in which the walls are conducting only in the 
electrode region. In a similar way we have taken the dissipation in
. 1
the right hand, duct to he 2 oh W (Uj*) d:
a
¿1
The power dissipated in an element of length dz of the upper
electrode Is /iVjj.tcdz , but since jt = AjA this is tt.dz.,
d. 4
The power dissipated in the whole of the upper electrode (Pc) is
^  .4t
(AVa) C~£ ^  dz. winch ii I (AJì ) cti,
¿Me
~c
Inside one of the ducts the total ohmic power dissipation is
* J V (1 z which is 2 (jjj^j^cUyzk. The x-component
of the current density has two parts. These are the induced current
density, which is -JL “Jjt , and the applied current density, which is
y  Jz
H :-
We ignore the very small contribution to the applied current caused 
by the existence of the current in the duct walls. There are no applied
currents flowing in the z-direction so that i- is just X . Then in
J p Jx
the left hand duct ,
jx  = je  Si -  -L  ± ( j t  L‘  p -  & )
U  /I Jz P tm «  '
between the electrodes
and { _J_if>u outside the electrodes: i, i3 always J_jA: •
p  7T J V i*
right hand duct j^ _ —  — jc t£ — AS* - M  j£
U  y  h  y  ' t™ Ai /
. In the 
between the electrodes
5 Stand i = -JL ^6« outside the electrodes; j, is always J_
J P ¿-L p  A*
To find the power dissipation in the top half of a duct we first compute
the current density in the electrodes and the magnetic field in the moving
conductor at a large number of different x- and z- positions. We use these
values to find and in the moving metal and wo then evaluate the
integral
I (jx <■
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V/c do not know the hydraulic loss which occurs when a conducting 
liquid flow3 through a field when the magnetic Reynolds number is high.
We therefore assume that the hydjffa&Lic loss in a flow coupler duct is 
the same a3 that which would occur in any normal rectangular duct.
Vie then consider a rectangular channel as being equivalent to a circular 
pipe whose diameter D is 5JL_c^.no_^a_l_^rea. ^  ^  chpincl of a
flow coupler of dimensions 0.4m x 0.2m, this equivalent diameter is 0.2667m.
The Reynold's number is where 7 is the viscosity and ^  is
'1 7^ 0-A
Taking O' the conductivity of sodium as 5 x 10^mho/m and jj the 
-7permeability at 4^ " x 10 we find that a magnetic Reynolds number of 25
corresponds to an ordinary Reynolds number of about 10- .^ From tablea^^
we find that in smooth pipes a skin friction coefficient Cf for a Reynolds 
7 -5number of 10 is approximately 2 x 10 J and the pressure drop along a pipe
is given by Ap = 2C,.-Lyoui! where U,„ is the mean velocity, and L is the
total length of the device. In the flow coupler so that
x Aiera.
Ap - 2 Cf JL_ f . The power needed to overcome this pressure drop
D juVa1
(the hydraulic loss) is 4 C- L P H*__ .
•b
We consider flow couplers^with ducts whose dimensions are 0.4m in a 
direction perpendicular to the magnetic field and 0.2m in the field direction, 
in which the electrodes extend for distances of 2, 3» and 4 metres in the 
z-direction. The applied magnetic field, B0 , is always considered to be 
uniform at 0.3 Wb/m or 0.6Wb/m in the electrode region, falling to zero in 
a distance of 0.5m at each end of the device. We use the computer program, 
which is presented in appendix ft to calculate the results which arc given 
in Tables, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. These tables show the ohmic power dissipation 
in sodium, the approximate wa'i 1 loss and the hydraulic loss in each duct 
together with the power transferred from one channel to the other, and the
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electrode dissipation, when the velocity in the left hand channel is kept 
constant such that RL «= 27 whilst the velocity in the right hand channel
is varied from R r * 26 to R r » 20. They also show the percentage efficiency 
and the useful power available in the pump channel. We have performed these 
calculations for flow couplers which we considered to have perfectly insulating 
walls and for flov? couplers with stainless steel walls 5mm thick. These results 
are presented graphically in figs. 48 and 49»
When the velocity of the fluid in the two channels is the same no power 
can be transferred from one channel to the other. If the liquid in the pump 
channel is slowed power is transferred from the generator to the pump. As the 
difference in the fluid velocity of the two channels is increased the 
efficiency of the system at first increase and then, as the ohmic dissipation 
in the ducts becomes greater, ix decreases again. Changing the field from 
0.3vVn1 to slightly increases the maximum efficiency; from 4 to 5 ^
for the 3 metre case. Figures 48 and 49 show the calculated performance of 
flow couplers in which the liquids move as solid bodieB through the field 
region. The continuous curves refer to the performance of flow couplers which 
have insulating walls perpendicular to the field direction whilst the dotted 
cur/es are for flow couplers with 5mm thick stainless steel walls in a 
direction perpendicular to the field. It can be seen that the addition of 
conducting duct wails greatly reduces the efficiency. A real liquid flowing 
through a duct would have a low velocity boundary layer adjacent to the wall, 
whose presence would further reduce the efficiency of a flow coupler. It is 
evident that the performance would depend upon the distribution of the velocity 
within the duct. Unfortunately little is known about the nature of the 
velocity profiles which occur when real liquids flow through magnetic fields 
when the magnetic Reynolds number is large.
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Chn.pt er 8
Conclusions ami Suggested Further Work.
Iu this thesis we have considered flow couplers of a similar type 
to that suggested by Davidson and Thatcher^ in which the two ducts have 
equal cross sectional areas and lie in the gap of a magnet. We have not 
considered other possible arrangements of the ducts within a magnetic 
field.
We have shown that a two dimensional solution of the equation
V  B \[>y where B, is the transverse magnetic field, is the magnetic
a h
Reynolds number and a is a scale length, produces results which agree quite 
well with the fields we observed in a moving conductor in which the only 
currents were the induced eddy currents. We have observed experimentally 
that, in compensated devices with segmented electrodes, the magnetic field 
is unaffected by the magnitude of the current through the external circuit 
and is the same field that would exist if there was no contact between the 
moving metal and the external circuit. We also observed that, when two 
conductors passed side by side through the same magnet gap each having a 
different velocity, the field in one conductor was little affected by the 
motion of the other. To calculate the efficiency of a flow coupler we have 
assumed, on the basis of this experimental evidence, that the field in each 
channel is the same field which would occur if each stream moved individually 
as a solid body through the magnet gap. Although we have performed, in 
Chapter 4, a first order analysis of the velocity perturbation which occurs 
as a liquid flows through a transverse magnetic field, the duct flow of a 
liquid when the magnetic Reynolds number is high is imperfectly understood. 
This subject together with the study of turbulence at high magnetic Reynolds 
number might provide interesting, if difficult, fields for further study.
We have indicated that the presence of low velocity boundary layers adjacent 
to the wall8 of the duct could adversly affect the performance of a 
flowcoupler.
The flow coupler suggested by Davidson and Thatcher was designed 
to have a throughput of 20,000 gals/min of liquid sodium in each duct,
O
and to produce a pressure difference across the device of 120 lb/in .
This would require a useful power output from the pump channel of 1.25 MW.
p
Using a trapezoidal field profile and a peak field of 0.3Wb/m we find
that even a device whoso electrodes extended for a distance of 4m in the
flow direction would not give a sufficiently large power output. Doubling the
2applied magnetic field to 0.6-/1/m greatly increases the power output and
also increases the efficiency. Thus we expect a device with electrodes
2
4m long and a magnetic field of 0.6W)/m , which drops to zero in a distance 
of 0.5 m at the ends of the device, to have an output of 3.6 M.V and an 
efficiency of about 60$ if it has insulating walls. With stainless steel 
walls 5 mm thick we expect a power output of 2.6 MW and an efficiency of 
about 32$.
It has been suggested that the mechanical pumps which are at present
situated inside the reactor vessels of fast breeder reactors could be
replaced by flow couplers. Flow couplers would have the advantages of
needing no maintenance, they would not require to have rotating shafts
penetrating the reactor vessel and in addition they would be nearly silent.
It now appears that in order to do this it is necessary to have duct walla
which are either constructed from some electrically insulating material or
are made from very thin stainless steel. In addition one needs a higher
2
magnetic field then the suggested value of 0.3^™ . Although the theory 
presented in this thesis has overestimated rather than underestimated the 
eddy current losses in a generator and in a pump, we conclude that flow 
couplers will only become competitive with mechanical pumps if suitable 
wall materials can be found, if the magnetic field can be significantly 
increased and if it can be shown that the performance is not badly affected 
by the slowly moving sodium in the boundary layers adjacent to the duct walls.
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Appendix A.
A program for crlculatlr.' the Induced magnetic field nnd the- ponc-r los.-.¿3 
rrhlch occur when a moving conductor pannes through a refrían of space In 
which thorn in a fringed transverso magnetic field.
We have shown in Equations (10)* (11) and (12) of Chapter 5 that the 
induced field which occurs when a conductor moves through a transverse 
applied magnetic field which drops abruptly to zero at z - + £ may be 
found from the equations
— 1 kn C4' c o i  nnx when recioti r ;L. ia
) (Bn e*'1 + C* e*1*) cos nlrx wh c n rea io n
/<i»wr
-}  Dn e^cos «/hen X  7 r  t } region nr.
/- ,
An, Bn,Cn and l)n are constants which are given in Equations (19)» (20\ 
(2l) and (22) V, = _ L  ( ^  r (<?» «-
U
end =- _i_ h  — (£"> •+ 1**^  ) )•
2*
We consider a fringed magnetic field, that is one which does not drop 
abruptly to zero at z ■ + ^ , to be composed of a number, in +his case 25, 
of abrupt fields superimposed upon each other. We define the amplitude 
of each element together with half of the distance over which it extends 
in the z-direction. The program calculates the induced magnetic field 
caused by each element of field at 209 values of the z-co-ordinate.
Each z-poaition is separated from its neighbours by a distance DZ.
We consider an initial field profile which is not symmetrical about Z ■* 0 
as being composed of many elements of field where the centre of each element 
has been shifted by a distance ND.DZ from some arbitarily chosen centre of 
the field profile.
In this program we establish four arrays A, B, C and I) so that An, Bn,
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Cn and Dn can be calculated and stored for 100 values of n. A further
array BI is C3tablinhed so that the induced field at 210 different 
z-positions and eleven x-positions may be recorded.
\Ye read from cards the half height of the metal, a in our theory 
but E in this program, and the magnetic Reynolds number R. Then for each 
of the 25 elements of field vre read the half length of the field TL, the 
magnitude of the element BO and an integer ND. The outer DO LOOP (DO 12 
HA » 1, 25) selects segments of the initial field one at a time. An, Bn,
Cn and Dn are calculated and stored (cards 20-46). z is set at a value 
determined by I, x is then set at a value determined by N. z is then tested 
to see whether this value of z is in region I, II or III and the appropriate 
part of the program is the selected. The appropriate series is then
evaluated to calculate the induced magnetic field. The university computer
1 7 6is unable to handle numbers greater than e . In this program every
1 7 6exponent is tested and if it is found to be greater than e it is replaced
x  —176by the largest number available to our computor, likewise if c C c 
the exponent is replaced by zero.
Between cards 127 and 134 the array BS is added to the array BI to 
calculate the induced field caused by all 25 segments.
The total induced magnetic field is printed so that each z co-ordinate 
is followed by eleven numbers, the first of which is the induced field at 
x ■ o and the last of which is the induced field at the edge of the metal.
The power dissipation within the metal may be found by evaluating the
The power dissipation is found by considering a small element of the 
bar of volume (DX. DZ. t ), where DX i3 the distance between neighbouring
integral If we assume that the
magnetic field is solely in the y-direction then we find from cirri B » j^j
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x co-ordinates, DZ is the distance between neighbouring z co-ordinates 
and t is the thickness of the bar in the y-direction. The mean values of
Mi and *®i within thin element are found from the induced field B;
Jx. Jz
and hence the power dissipated in this small volume is calculated.
The total power dissipated in one half of the metal is found by 
summing the power dissipated in the small elements of the bar (cards 142-162).
At high magnetic Reynolds numbers induced magnetic fields are produced 
well outside the applied field region and it is then necessary to modify 
this program so that it calculates the induced magnetic field at a greater 
number of z-co-ordinateo. V/e include this program because with it we 
produced the theoretical results presented in Chapter 3« More efficient 
programs for computing the induced magnetic field formed the basis for the 
program presented in Appendix B.
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Appendix B
A progrnn to calculate the
the power transferred from ono channel to the other and the electrode
dissipation in a flow coupler,
In Chapter 7 we have shown that in a flow coupler which consists of
two interconnected ducts of equal cross sectional area lying in the gap of
magnet, the wall l o a n ,  the power transferred from one channel to the other
and the electrode dissipation depend upon the potentials at the top and
bottom edges of the duct where the electrodes make content with the moving
metal. Vie have also shown that the power loss in the moving metal depends
upon both the currents which circulate between the two ducts and the eddy
currents within the ducts
In this program we once again consider a fringed magnetic field, that 
is one which does not drop abruptly to zero at the ends of the device, as 
being a number, in this case 10, of abrupt fields superimposed upon each
other. Each element of field has the same magnitude BO but extends over
a different distance in the z-direction, that is it extends from z * -TL
to z « +TL. In this way we have built up an initial field profile which is
symmetrical about z«*o. Y/e have shown in Chapter 3 that the induced field 
which occurs when a conductor moves through a transverse magnetic field 
which drops abruptly to zero at z*m _ ( may be found fi’om the equations
An, Bn, Cn and Bn are constants which are given in Equations 19,1 (20* 
(21) and (22\
We have since shown that this equation is still applicable even when large 
currents are allowed to flow through the duct and through sons external 
circuit provided that the external circuit is arranged so that the 
currents flowing through it do not produce a field with components in the 
y-direction.
At the start of the program we read the input data from cards.
These cards we explained at the top of the computor program. If this is 
the first field calculation that the computor has performed,R in the 
program is set equal to RL, the magnetic Reynolds number is the left hand 
channel. If it is the second calculation R is set equal to RR, the magnetic 
Reynolds number in the right hand channel. An outer BO LOOP (DO 12 NA = 1,10) 
selects segments of the initial field one at a time, z is set at a value 
determined by I, x is set a value determined by N. The program now tests 
z to see whether it falls into region I, II or III. The appropriate part 
of the program is selected and a series is evaluated to find the induced 
field at this point. The induced fields due to each of the 10 segments are 
then a^ded together to form the total induced magnetic field (cards 108-111). 
We have now calculated the magnetic field for chosen values of magnetic 
Reynolds numbers at 151 different -¿-positions and 11 different x-positions 
in both the left and right hand channels of the flow coupler. This information 
is stored in the two ari’ays BIL and BIR. BIL is the induced field in the 
left hand channel, BIR is the induced field in the ri$it hand channel.
We calculate the electric potential at x = a in the left hand duct 
(UAL) and the electric potential at x « a in the right hand duct (UAR) at 
a chosen value of z. Vie use this information to compute thp current which 
flows through a small element of the electrode. We then calculate the 
power transferred to the next channel through this element and the power 
dissipated in the element. We also calculate the power dissipated in a piece 
of duct wall of length BZ in the z-dircction and of length 2a in the
111
x-dircction. We next calculate the power loos in a small element of the 
sodium metal using the fact that the current density in the sodium is due 
partly to the current which circulates between the two ducts and partly to 
the eddy currents. We find from curl B •— pj that the x and 3 components 
of the eddy current density are given by - J_ 'll tnd J_ respectively.U dl u J*
We find these components by evaluating the gradient of the induced magnetic 
field (cards 187-200).
By repeating this process many times at many different z-positions and 
adding the contributions from each small element we eventually calculate 
half of the power transferred from one duct to the other (PT), the power 
dissipated in ONK electrode (Pil), the power dissipated in one half of the 
left and right hand ducts (PL and PR), and the power dissipated in the duct 
walls (PLW and PKii). Where it is appropriate these figures have been 
multiplied by two before they are printed at the end of the program.
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